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'With Malice Toward None- - With Charity For All-- AndWith Firmness In The Right"
Vol. XI.

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW AiEXICO.

The Roy Public Schools show
an enrollment or over 200 pupi's
It would have been a problem to
have eared for all of these school-ar- s
without the new building.
The school board was far sighted
when they foresaw the needs of
the schools for this winter and
we are not dreaming when we

foresee that another five years
will see need for another school-hous- e
like it and prospects for
needing more. This is the way
large towns grów. It is nothing
phenomenal that we are talking
about, it is merely what has happened to thousands of towns and
will happen to thousands more
before this country ceases to
and it is happening to Roy
de-velo-

now.
We have it on good authority

Ry. managers

are talking of building a Railroad eating house at Roy for the
accommodation of their employees and patrons. The rumor
says that a local party has been
selected as manager and that it
is to take place soon after the
first of the year.
T. E. Mitchell lef t.Sunday for
his home in Pasadena, California
where he will spend the balancé
of the winter with his family and
return in the spring to manage
the business of his big ranch at
Albert. He has sold over $200,
000.00 worth of cattle recently
and will stock up the ranch with
young stuff in the spring.

Hurt In Corn Sheller
W. W. Day met with a serious

and very painful accident last
week. The Holder boy wers
shelling corn at his farm and in
working over the shelter his
clothes caught in the machinery
and wound up, breaking three
ribs and üeríously bruising his
Mde. The machine was stopptd
uai.;

ill titule.f

líir-

r ir iiu -jiiiii r:7

iuus results.':',
Broken ribs added io the cough
which has long affected Mr. Day
is affliction énough to command

sympathy.

.
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We noted some fine dressed

Tuesday to'Olin Leach.s meat
market at Springer Another
indication that we can and will
A.soon supply thé people of the"ir-,,- r
gated tracts with all the ne-- ,
ssities of life thev can't Dro- uce themselves.
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Another Good Well Jumps Broom Stick Getting the News

Roy Schools

that the EP&S-W-.

SATURDAY,

Prof. Earl Trible of the Mt. Dav before yesterday a perOliye School, bought a ticket Sat- fectly nice lady called us up and
urday for Princeton, Indiana with tears in her voice reproved
and tried to.slip away unobtru- us for not mentioning the fact
sively but many of hisf riends that she had had a friend visiting
got wise to him and were at the her last week. We told her that
train to see him leave.
she had not let us know anything
We have long suspected there about it and that therefore, we
was "A reason" for his so studi- did not know that she hada visiously avoiding all members of the tor. She said, "Well you should
fair sex here and it is a general have known. I thought you
belief that he will bring "Her" were running a newspaper."
back with him.
Wouldn't that rattle your slatá?
We will try to find out the rest Some people think that an editor
of the story for you next week. ought to be a cross between Argus and Anna Eye Fay. They
Ed. G. Keenan, State Brand seem to think that our five senses are augmented by a sixth that
but a narrow subterranean cur- Inspector from Springer was in lets us know everything that
official business
rent has been amply verified by Roy last week, on
He has many friends here and happens, even if we see, hear,
the wells drilled near it,
seemed to be enjoying his visit. feel, taste or smell it not. Dear
lady, editors are only human or
at least, almost human. If you
have a friend visiting you, if
Johnnie falls and breaks his arm
if your husband chops his toe instead of a stick of wood, if anything happens that makes you
glad, or sad, happy, or mad, call
us up. Tell us about it. That's
the way to get it in the paper.
Jack Mahoney is a witness to
the fact that they do have "Water-Bits"
to the new
Well Drill.
He persuaded them to come
and drill for him last week.
They set up the machine Friday
morning and finished the well at
145 feet Saturday evening with a
strong flow of water at 110 feet.
Jack has had trouble with
"Seep-water- "
wells ever since he
came here but he now has tapped
the main vein and will have no
more worry about water. The
fact that T. E. Mitchell located
the vein and discovered.it to be
Mitchell-Christma-
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Frank Schultz returned Friday
and tells us. he has not been at
Chicago, a there was nothing
doing there. He admits being
glad to get back to Roy t and will
remain here permanently.-

Being now of sound mind, stout
heart and slim purse, Hereby Wills to
each of it's Readers all our best wish-

;

-

es for A Very Merry Christmas and
a Happy and Prosperous New Year,
filled with all the good things of life
with happiness, and prosperity and

Taylor Family Leaves
J. J, Taylor and family left
uy fr their old home at
7e

good cheer
May your1 friends be more loyal,

your loved ones more devoted, your
happiness more complete, and your
business ventures more successful than
ever before,
And finally we will that Peace and
Plenty may abound thruout our Land
that Warring Nations may desist from
frenzied slaughter and that "Peace on
Earth, Good Will to Men shall yet prevail thru the mediation of "The Prince
,.

.

4

Turner, ílicVim. Mr. Taylor
disposed of Ua r I'tOLand rented
his claim before leaving and will
enter a sanitarium and try to recuperate his health. They hope
tobe able to return next summer
and live on the claim again if his
health will warrant it.
Many friends here regret the
necessity for their going and they
are loth to leave New Mexico.

Kerns has accepted a
position with the Goodmon Merq
Co. and is behind the counter,
smiling, obliging and popular as
ever with the buying public.
O. H.

of Peace' V
The Primrose Progressive
Circle donated candy sacks to the
Liberty School and to the school
taught by Mrs. Elder in the
Canyons for their Christmas
treat. Their generosity is fully
appreciated by the recipients.
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Alice Bradley's Play

GERTRUDE STEVENSON

Illustrations from Photographs of the Stage Production
Copyright,

ISIS.
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CHAPTER XII

(Publication fUffeta Seserred) by DaTid Belwoo.

Continued.

The New York driver looked at the
westerner and then proceeded to become absorbed in the
Important matter of consuming the
largest possible number of griddle
cakes in the least possible tae.
"Well," remarked the sociable waiter, aa he brought another tup of coffee, "I guess we don't get any of your
crowd tonight"
"You wouldn't get ouV crowd anyway!" And the westerner inflated
his chest "Our bosses are
boys."
"And champagne too, I suppose ?"
"Nope, my boss don't drink, don't
smoke, don't keep yachts or horses,
don't keep worn" He Btopped as
he realized that he was talking
raw-bone- d

quail-on-toa-

st

loudly.

ain't heard. Do you think you'll ever
come West again. Mrs. Slade?"
"No," answered Mary, decisively.
"I'm pushin' right ahead. I'm going
to Europe next Jake, I'm a citizen of
the world now.".
"Well." Jake got to his feet A sudden resolution had formed in his mind
as he heard about the contemplated
trip to Europe. He hadn't been with
the governor daily for the past two
years without knowing what that
personage's secret wish was. Neither
had he devoted so much of his attention to motors and tires and carburetors that he had neglected to
cultivate the art of judging human
nature. If Jake were any Judge
and Jake thought he was a woman
didn't go to hear a man speak if she
was wholly indifferent to him. Also
a woman didn't fuss and worry about
a man's overshoes if she hated him.
"I wish you a pleasant journey, Mrs.
Slade. I guess I'll have to run along

The little woman quietly eating
crackers and milk looked up as she
heard the old, familiar formula.
"Why, Jake!" she exclaimed in now."

quick surprise. The westerner Jumped
up hastily and looked to see where
the voice came from. There was only
one voice as sweut and gentle as that;
it was the voice of a woman who had
been the best friend he had ever had.
"Why, Mrs. Slade!" he exclaimed
gladly, as he recognized her in. spite
of the fact that her hair had grown
grayer and that she was a much
trimmer figure than she had been
.wubd ue naa ms; seen ner.
"I recognized your word," she
-- .
UJ
muta
iau&ueu ao ue came over iu uer 1.V1.
"I've kind of got that by heart hearing it so often," Jack stammered.
Then turning to his companion, he
asked him to go on alone.
"What are you doin' here, on a
night like this?" he asked as he drew
, up a chair beside Mary.
"Oh, I often come here," replied
Mary. "It's late, though. I'm glad to
see you, Jake; it's so seldom I see a
face I know," and she looked at him
intently, and Jake thought a bit of
her old wistful look crept into her
eyes.
"I've been to the meetln' tonight,
Jake," she explained. "I wanted to
hear Mr. Slade. I saw in the paper he
was gola' to speak."
"We rind of we didn't always
know jest where you were," Jake told
her, his surprise and pleasure at
meeting her so unexpectedly putting
him at a loss to know what to say.
"Oh, I drift round," 'Mary told him.
"I live near here. I got tired of hotels, they're public and lonely. And
boarding houses well, people are so
Inquisitive. So I got a nice, pleasant
furnished room and go out for my
meals. I come here because it's
cozy. Is Mr. Slade well?"
1

V.

A

1

..'
"Yes."
"Very well."
"Yes, the governor's very well."
"Do you make him wrap up nights
weather like this? Do you get him
to put on his rubbers?" and her voice

was very tender.
"I sure do," laughed Jake. "I make
him do everything you did. That's
why I'm East with him."
"You're a good boy, Jake," and she
reached forward and patted his hand.
"Tell me, does he always get the
applause he did tonight?" she asked,
eagerly. "I was very proud. He got
three times as much as anyone else.
I found myself applauding, too."
"You bet he does." Jake was very
proud of his "old man." "He gets
n
ver. The other four western
we're traveling with they
gov-raa-

"Jake, I'd just as soon you didn't
say you saw me," Mark remarked as
she shook hands with him.
"You can depend on me, Mrs.
Slade." Jake's candor and sincerity
would have deceived a saint "You
eat your supper in peace. I give you
my word of honor I won't say a
thing." t
"Thank you, Jake," she replied, satisfied. ."Good night."
As Jake opened the door the snow
eddied in and a blast of cold wind
sent a chill through Mary's body. It
seemed good to meet Jake, but some-hoshe almost wished she hadn't
It had brought, back so forcibly the
things she was trying to forget She
sat looking into space for a long time
after he had gone. People came and
went, a queer assortment of humanity women of the Btreets and charwomen wanting a cup of coffee but
she scarcely saw them. She knew
when the door opened by the accompanying chill, but she paid no attention to anyone coming or going. When
Slade's handsome figure appeared and
his eyes searched the room anxiously
she did not look up.
For a moment he looked at her,
hungrily sadly. She was pathetic
even now, although she had changed
and improved, but she did look so
little and wistful as she sat eating
her lonely, simple meal of crackers
and milk and coffee.
He walked down the room and stood
before her, but it was only when he
spoke that she looked up. Her eyes
showed first amazement and then the
love she could in no wise conceal. A
warm flush made her look, to him,
almost . as pretty as she had when
she was a girl.
"Well, how are you, Mary?" he
asked. It was an ordinary enough
speech, but the tone was tender and
his eyes wen asking the question she
could not Ignore.
"Why, Dan! I heard you tonight,"
the words were out before she recovered from her surprisa
"I'm glad yotr wanted to go," he
said, simply, "but what's the use of
it all?"
There was a touch of cynicism in
.
his attitude and manner.
"Of what?" Mary asked.
"Of my getting elected, and of the
whole business?" and .he looked at
her eearchlngly.
,
"Aren't you satisfied?" For a moment there was a trace of the Mary
who had kicked open the kitchen door
that day she had driven him from
w

-

.

.

,

that cottage. "What way has it di
appointed you?"
"Well, what's the use of being governor If you can't share the honors?"
Slade Bmiled wanly as he thought of
their former discussion of the same
subject "No, it doesn't amount to
much after all! Jake tells me you
are going to Europe?"
"Yes, it's, a Cook tour," she exclaimed as she produced the ticket
from her handbag. "It's a quick
glimpse of famous places. We are to
see Rome. We have two days there
and half a day for the Pyramids.
Then the Holy Land, then Paris for
three whole days. I'm to see everythingto see life! I'll see the whole
world In two months."
"Well, I hope you'll enjoy it." he
commented Badly. "I couldn't"
"Why not?" she asked innocently.
Slade looked at her for a full minute before he replied.
"I find I'm too old to make new
friends," he finally replied. "It's what
I've had that counts; it's looking
back, not ahead. And I want to say
right here and now that if I had it
all to do over again I'd do differently.
I'd db differently."
"Yes, I guess we'd all do differently," and Mary fumbled absently
with the Cook's ticket to the world
In two months. "But it's too late
now," she finished.
"You coujdn't think of trying it
again, could you, Mary?" Slade's
voice was tense.
"Oh, no," she replied as if his suggestion were not to be considered for
a moment. "We are divorced and the
only dignified thing for divorced people to do is to stay divorced. Why?
Are you lonely?"
"No, I can't honestly Bay I'm lonely," he answered, candidly. "I'm too
busy for that. I asked you because
I care for you, very, very much. I've
missed you. It wasn't loneliness. I've
just missed you. And If anything had
happened to you before I'd seen you
again well my life wouldn't have
been worth a continental. I want you
because because you're my girl. You
always were. The girl I loved when
I was nineteen. You're handsomer
now. My God! Mary, but you look
pretty toright!"

ing over your motherts washtub and
He stopped suddenly. "Mary,
If I were sick would you come back
to. me?"
"Oh, that would be different" she
answered, meeting his gaze.
How would it be different?" he argued. "Whether I'm sick of body or
sick of heart what's the difference?
Sick one way or the other, I can't get
on without you I can't I've tried
it alone, and I can't get on. And
you're tired of it, too. You're not
happy," he accused,
"Well, yes, I am, in a way."
"No, you're not" he persisted.
"Now, then, flrBt I'm going to take
you home, wherever you live. Coma
on." He had easily reverted to his
old masterful way.'

I"

"No. I won't!"
"Come on, there are four governors'
wives at my hotel," he told her. "Ill
introduce you to them tomorrow after
we're married and then you can come
on the trip with us. You've been
away long enough. Come on."
"Positively no," replied Mary, and

possibly she thought she meant it
"Then you're through with me for
good and all?" he asked in surprise.
"Well, I don't blame you. God! What
an awful memory of all those years
we lived together you must have!"
"Don't say that!" and Mary shrank
away from him. "Don't feel like that!
It was only at the last; I was unhappy only at the last Before that
why, Dai, you know perfectly well,
I'd rather not have been at all then
not to have been the wife of Daniel
S. Slade."
"Do you mean it?" he asked, eagerly.
"Of course.".
"Well, that settles it," and he
jumped up to get her heavy coat
"We're going to try it again. We've
got to."
"But what will people say?" asked
Mary, weakening. "I'm all packed up
to go to Europe."
"That for Europe," and reaching for
the ticket, he tore it into bits. "We'll
go together some day," and he held
out her coat invitingly.
"Oh, Dan," she murmured as she
obediently let him put it on. Before
she had decided one way or the other
he had her bag and her umbrella and
he had her by the arm and in an-- x
other flash she was being helped into
a motor car that had been waiting
outside.
Jake cranked the car, and as he
climbed up on the seat he chuckled
to himself:
"Well, this is the time they've got
to hand it to me for being a diplo-

"Oh, Dan! Please, I'm going," Mary
protestéd.
"Hold on there." Slade laid a detaining arm on hers. "I want to ask
you something. Do you remember the
first time I kissed you?"
"No, I do not," and Mary looked
away toward the window where the
makendless process of griddle-cak- e
on.
going
was
ing
"Yes, you do." Slade was leaning mat"
toward her eagerly. "You were bend
;

1

t (THE

END.)

miss who had virulent Anglomania.
The talk ran upon class distinctions,
pnd she voiced some bizarre opinions
According to Ruling of Snobbish Ca- as to the gulf between 'gentlemen'
nadian Miss, There Are Few of
and all other men.
Them on Earth.
" 'Well, won't you please tell me
exactly what is a gentleman?' I finally
There is an ancient British anec- asked.
dote, still in perfectly good standing,
"She was puzzled, but Just for a
which gives a definition of a "lady." moment. Her eyes ran around the
This states that the mistress of a room until they rested upon Lord
house on returning from an after- Ava, the eldest son of the then Mar'
noon's shopping was informed by her quis of Dufferin.
" 'A gentleman, said my partner, ls
"A lady was here to
housemaid:
see you, Mum." Asked the mistress: a man who knows Lord Ava well
"How do you know it was a lady?" enough to ask him for a match.'"
Said the housemaid: "Because she
Her Postscript.
was covered with joolry and smelt of
'
sherry somethin' awful. Mum." .
"I wish I knew who our youngest
A New Yorker used to recall the has been playing with."
"Why?"
anecdote In telling of a Canadian defi"She seems to be learning things
nition of a "gentleman" which, he received Borne years ago.
that I do not wish her to. Last night
"I was at a dance in Ottawa," he when she finished her little prayer she
said, "the year before the Boer war. added a postscript: 'Lord, preserve ut
One of my partners was a snip of a or, if you can't do that can us."
HER

IDEA

OF A GENTLEMAN

.

THE SPANISH AMMICAN.

The lunch counters have been
put in at the Bruce Hotel and the
new bakery is goingfull time un
der the supervision of Mrs. Mor
ris. The bakery will supply the
Iglesia Católica
local trade with a high grade of
Visita pastoral y Misa tendrán homemade bread and the Lunch
'
lugar en la capilla de San Jorge, counter will be a convenience to
many for short order meals.
de Roy el dia 27 dei mes de
del ano 1914, a las 9:30
At their regular meeting this
' de la mañana, Misa de Defunctos week the I. O. O. F. decided it
Se debe de Avisar el dia antes was time to begin to plan for
o sea a mi llegada en la plaza por some special entertainment stunt
los enfermos que reclamanj los A committee was appointed and
auxilios de la Religion.
it will soon be decided what it
will be but it is certain that a
A. C. Cellier,
Minstrel show or something of
Church Services shall take that sort will be staged as soon
place in the Chapel of St. George as they can prepare for it after
the Holidays.
on the 27
day of

PERSONALS

Dec-iembr-

Cura-Parroc-

th

9:30 a. m.

e

o

Dec. 1914,
Service for the Dead.

Catholic Pastor.

It in pleasant to be remembered at Christmas time and we have
received such a flood of Post
Card Greetings that wre are glad
to still be at liberty to receive
them.
Justice-ot-the-Peac-

Solano,

New

o-d-

.

cinity.

I believe in Law and Or- day from Vanderyoort, Arkansas
iler, Impartial Justice, and the
to live on the
strict enforcement of the Law. Burro CanyonShannon farm near
which he recently
if you desire these things I ask
trade t for. He will remain for a
you to vote for me.
time and
R.A.Pendleton, Roy N. M. live here. decide whether he will
j

READ THE

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING HERALD
News of the World by Associated Press Leased Wire.
News of New Mexico and Eastern Arizona by Special Corre,
spondents.
Dally Stock Market Quotations, including Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
'
Hay and Grain.
,
FAIR IN POLITICS; DEMOCRATIC IN PRINCIPLE.
ALL THE NEWS THE

DAY

IT HAPPENS

ALL THE NEWS THE WAY IT HAPPENS

Favorable train service places the REGULAR EDITION of the
Albuquerque Evening Herald in most parts of the state ahead of
every other daily paper.

THE EVENING HERALD

,

NEW MEXICO.

-

$5.00 per Year

Penalty of Fame.

famous man can't have a cold
without the whole world flndl
it
out. Toledo Blade.
A

Character and Capacity.

held the lowest score. At the influence long after the results of
conclusion of the game the hos- capacity have perished in the using.
Selected.
tess served a dainty luncheon.
lhe next meeting of the 500
Only Achievement Counts.
It is better to have one gvod Idea
club will take place at the home
and carry it into effect than to have
of Mrs. W. G, Johnson.
a score

post-offic-

H, A. Walton arrived Wednes-

And the Lie Nine Hundred.
The pindpal difference between a
cat and a lie is that a cat has only
nine lives. Mark Twain.

lowed the game of 500. Mrs. W
The impression produced by character
is after all more permanent than
G. Johnson held the highest
that produced by capacity. It passes
score while Mrs. A.. L. Collins into other lives and is fruitful as an

Thompson, who gives

I will be a candidate for .election to the office of Justice of the
Peace lor Precinct No. 22, Mora
County at the election of January
11th. 1915, subject to the approval of the voters of Roy and Vi-

50 Cents per Month

The 500 club met andt was en
tertained at the home of Mrs. F.
S. Brown Friday 18th.
The
afternoon was exceedingly most
en joy ably spent as all the Indies
will vouch for. After the first
attraction took place then fol

Attorney J. B.'Lusk and child-re- n Mexico,' as his
e
address,
went out to the claim near did on Nov. 9th, 1914, file in this
Mills Thursday and will spend office his duly corrobrated application to contest and secure the cancelthe holidays there with Mrs. lation
of your H. E. No.
Lusk and the older boy who have. Serial No. 012086, made Aug 12, 1910
planned to have Santa Claus for WJ Section 15, Township 23 N
visit them at home and were Range 26 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
willing to miss the Christmas and as grounds for his contest he al
leges that said
John M. Carpenter
trees in town in
to be has nevr. established residence on
there.
said land, has ma Je no improvements

e

ALBUQUERQUE,

,

Miss Eugenia Roy, of Tucum-cari- ,
and Mr. Oliver Heffner, of
Bonham, Texas, are guests at
Notice of Contest.
the F. A, Roy home. A private
Christmas Tree was had at the
Department of the Interior,
Hoy
home at whW
Mr.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
and Mrs. Fred Strong and E.J.H
Dec. 28, 1914.
Roy and family were guests. To John M. Carpenter
address
The affair was a "Screaming" C5400, Poplar Bluff. Contestee: You
success.
are hereby notified that Theodore M.

Notices of sick calls should be
given the previous day, upon my
arrival in town.
A. C. Cellier.

For

A nice line of Local Photo,
Mrs. W. H. Willcox left Wed
graph
Post cards at,
ñenday for a holidays visit with
FAIRVIEW
PHARMACY- Miss Aida Willcox at Pueblo and
other friends at Devever.

and has never cultivated said land.

that said defect exists and has existed
down to and including the present time
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication
of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office duo proof
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail. If
this service is made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the perso
by whom the delivery was made stating when and where the copy was delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for
the letter.

of good ideas and merely talk
about them. '

For Borrowed 'Books.
So many books were borrowed and
never returned from the writer's home

that she purchased a script stencil
bearing her own name and a "please

return." To date this plan has proven
satisfactory in returning her books in
due time.
Action Better Than Indecision.
Sometimes we must simply do the
thing we have to do and think about
it afterward. Or it may be better not
to 'think about it afterward. Action is
the great solver of doubts, the great
key to life's problems.
Too much
thinking and debating and discussing
only confuse the issues.
All Work

for Man's Advancement..
The long quest for the Bource of
the Nile, for the northwest passage,
for the north and south poles; yes,
and the ancient search for the "elixir
of life," "perpetual motion" and. the
"secret of life," have for us this grand
significance they all point to the
fact that in the mind of man there
is a deathless ambition to know and
to do to fathom the depths of the
anknown,, to conquer the
to add moré and still more
to the sum of its knowledge and
achievements
uncon-quere-

d,

Surely In Hard Straits.
Phyllis accidentally discovered 8k
doll that her mother had concealed
In a trunk In readiness for the little
lady's birthday. The following, day at
dinner she surprised the family by
remarking:
"I'm trying so bard to
forget something I want to remember
that I don't feel very ungry."
:.

Legitimate Finance,
"I. admits I stol de goods, Jedge,"
said the old darky, "hut I done so honestly. I didn't want de goods for to
consume 'em. I 'lowed dey would offer a reward fer 'em, den I'd give 'em
up an' git enough, money ter pay my
rent"-AtIaut-

a

Coneitution.

Simple Cure for Headache.
One of the quickest known ways of
dispelling a headache is. to give some
of the musclesr those of. the: legs, for
instance a little hard, sharp work to
do. The reason is obvious. Muscular
exertion flushes the parta engaged in
it, and so depletes the brain. When
your head aches take a stiff walk or

a short bicycle ride.
You should state in your answer
the name of the. postoffice to whioh
you desire future notices to be sent to
HI Knowledge.
you.
"I forgot to sign my examination
Paz Valverde, Register.
paper with statement that I neither
gave
nor received help," said the Yale
1914
Dec
26,
publication,
of
1st
Date
"
"
Jan 2 1915 student' to the professor in mathe2d
"
"
12,
matics. "Not necessary," answered
3d
14
the professor. "I have just been look"
"
19.
" " 4th
ing over your paper."
,
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NOT NAMED HERE

BATTLE OPENS

DEBACA RECOMMENDS
CLOSED
SEASON ON BRUIN.

OF INTEREST TO ALL

N.

made its author famous and earned
a great fortune. William, A, Pinker-to- n,
chief of the Pinkerton National
Detective Agency, saya it is the great
est detective story he ever read. Soon
this story will be printed in THE
t"HE SLAVS CENTER THEIR FIRE GREAT DIVIDE, 205 Post Build-

NEARWÁRSAW

PEOPLE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS.

Also Takes Stand Against Slaughter
of Doves Receipts of Office
Show Substantial Increase.

April
Annual Meeting Southwestern New Mexico Cattle Growers' Association, at Deminsr.V.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

ON BURNING

ing," Denver, Colorado.
Send a
stamp for sample copy. Write todayalso say where you read this.
''
Adv.

BRIDGE AND

z-- 3.

KILL HUNDREDS.

Santa Fe. The receipts of the state
The' homestead rush Is on again at game and fish
warden's office In the

Fort Sumner.
fiscal year ending November 20, last,
Steven Minerick, 22, died In the Na- Increased io the extent of $1,538.67,
vajo Mine near Gallup.
compared with the preceding fiscal
Scores of bonfires destroyed the year. The figures for the two fiscal
years have been completed by State
weeds and leaves in Artesla's clean-uWarden Trinidad C. de Baca, and will
"
day.
appear in the report that he will subIt costs $10000 a year to deliver the mit to Gqvernor McDonald and the
mail between Silver City and Mogol- State Legislature.
lón.
At the beginning of the fiscal year
New Mexico has 910 publicly owned 1913 the state game and fish warden's
schools buildings and 294 that are office had a balance of $4,049.07. The
"
receipts during the year amounted to
rented or donated. J.;
'
One thousand ewes, for breeding $8,571.84 and the disbursements to
leaving a balance of $5,892.88.
purposes, .were shipped to Santa Fó
The receipts during the fiscal year
from Fort Sumner.
David Harrington of Guam has sold 1914 were $10,110.51, and the disbursements $8,795.15, leaving a balance on
a bunch of 250 head of cattle from his
December 1, last, of $7,208.24.
ranch near that point.
As the game and fish licenses are
As far as heard from, Estancia Val- reported by calendar, and not by fisley has output, the past season, 242,-30-0 cal years, the figures for 1914 are not
yet complete. Those for 1913 follow:
pounds .of beans.
Big game ($1.00 fee), 1912; bird
Santa Fé will make a bid for the en($1.00),
2794; general ($1.50), 4187;
tertalnment of the National Eductorial
hunting $10,00), 114; nonAssociation next June.
fishing
($1.00), 136.
resident
An every other day mail service' is
so- far reported for
The
licenses'
to be established between Roswell,
1914 include 913 big game, 2,518 bird,
McDonald, Plalnyiew and King.
3,217 general, 75
hunting
Melrose has been able to shin this and 203
fishing.
season 100 cara of "wheat, 100. cars of
The returns hown from licenses are
maize, 89 of broom com and other exclusive of the commissions paid
produce.
deputy game and fish wardens. The
Nick Leavich, a Gallup miner, about total for the last fiscal year is the
25 years of age, wa killed by a great largest of any year since the license
mass of rock falling from the roof law was passed.
Among a number of important recof the mine.
With a reduction of rates on beans ommendations In. the report of Mr. de
from eighteen to six dollars' Will make Baca is one' for á- closed season on
a big difference .in the income of the bear. An emphatic stand against the
slaughter of doves is taken in his reraisers of that article.
port. He reconimends a shorter seaThe Santa Fé Railroad will level a son
grouse
wild
mountain near Barstow by blowing it and on the turkeys, season and quail,
on the Bob
that
closed
up with dynamite
to find :a White, which expires in 1917,
be exdirect way to points üesiréd.
tended for " an indefinite period.
Two cars of br,oom-corwere loaded
i.
at Rock Island by farmers from the
Making Real Cane Sugar.
Frost .district Price received is said
City. According ; to reports;1
Silver
to average, from $47' .to $50 per ton.
from
exLone Walnut district,-athe
Reservations for New Mexico headgrade of sugar is íelng turned
cellent
quarters at the Educational convett out at , the D. H. Folch ' sugar mill
tion at Oakland, Calif., have.,! been there.
The- mill has been runmade by the department of education. ning on. cane; from the farms of M. F.
The amount of hay that has been Gilbert and Robert Harrell, who have
baled, and hauled to Roy this fall is raised large crops. The experiment of
an innovation. There is more feed in growing cane in that district seems
sight at present than was ever known ta be a success, ánd it is predicted
there.
that an important sugar industry will
Phil H. .XeNoir,, formerly secretary be, built up.
of the Y. M. C. A., has been elected
secretary of the Commercial Club at
Increase in Insurance Business. ,
East Las Vegas; at a salary of $125 a ' Santa Fé. The total ' of $631,965.48
month.
turned into the, siate treasury by the
The state treasurer's report for 1914 state superintendent
of insurance in
shows the. entire revenue of the state
as follows: ' Receipts during fiscal the last ten years, or; since the estabyear, $1,814,582.27; disbursements,
$1, lishment of the office in 1905, was re'
mitted by years as follows: 1905,
566,020.61: Balance, $248.561.66.
1906, $26,675.59; 1907,
Prof. J. W. Rigney, county agricul.1908, $32,166.17; 1909,
tural expert," at Roswell, asserts that
1910, $37,826.89; 1911,
valley
is the
the climate of the Pecos
'
1912, $37,819.90; 1913; '
raising
of
in
world
for
the
best
the
'
1914,
$32,118.22.
livestock.
J. O. Shutts of Lambert, Okla., went
Forest Telephone Line.
to the Gallegos ranch near Logan,
Santa Fé. A telephone line is bewhere he! purchased 2,400 lambs which
ing
built up Santa Fé cañón, by. the
ship
to Oklahoma to be placed
he will
on wheat, pasture, f
forest
service, For, the present the
,,4
Granite
Point rangers' cabin!, will be
J. W. Phillips of Deming has bought
térojinús,'
the
but' eventually it is to
1,400 head of 1, 2 and
steers
across
be
to the Pecos, thefe to
built
from the G. O. S. outfit, paying the
connect
with
line - up the Pecos
the
price
highest
for them that has ever
from 'Glorieta and a line across to the
been paid in that section.
That volunteer; firemen are exempt Gallinas planting station near Las
Vegas.
':
from both poll and róad taxés, was the
opinion handed down by Assistant At'
','
New Notaries Named.
torney General Harry S. Clancy in a
Santa' Fé. Governor, McDonald has
letter to Dr, J. F. Hutchinson,
G. W. Rutherford of Deming
appointed
referring
Springer,
him to Sees. 1761
and 1764 of the compiled laws of 1897. and G. F.. Graves of Ancho, Lincoln
county, notaries public.
, News has been received at Taos of
the death of E. E: Fell, an old prosPoll Bcoks Come In.
pector, at a claim on Goose creek,
Santa Fé. Curry, Luna, "Torrance,
about six miles from Red River. He
dropped dead near his cabin. Fell was Taos, Santa Fé and Union counties
60 years of age, and was a native of have returned their poll books propChicago.
erly signed. '
p
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GERMANS STORM FORTS

Natural Proceeding.
"What do you suppose Smith win
do with his windfall?"
"He'll blow it in."
;

.

VON

HINDENBURG

PREDICTS

A

BEFORÉ

DEADLY CONFLICT

:

POLISH CAPITAL FALLS.

te happy. Use .Red Cross Bag Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. All grocers.' Adv.

Not the First.
Apropos of a millionaire of fifty-fiv- e
London,. Dec. 21. A dispatch to the who had divorced his wife after 30
Exchange Telegraph Company from years of happy wedlock in order to
Amsterdam says: "The Germans marry a chorus girl of eighteen, Mrs.
have evacuated Dixmudó, but the re- Harvey W. Wiley, the brilliant suffrage worker,! said with no little bitport that the allies have taken
'
,;,
terness:
....
y,
is untrue."
"He is not the first man to use his
as a ladder and then kick the
wife
Amsterdam. A dispatch from the
' '
away."
ladder
Sluis, Netherlands, , s a y s: "Violent
fighting continues on the Yser. The
What New Friends Do to Us.
fleet's guns are playing havoc in the
Grayson, author of "AdvenDavid
with
filled
German ranks. Trains
tures
Contentment,"' beginning
in'
Bruges.
Most
entering
wounded are
his
new
"Hempfleld" in the
novel,
The
eastward.
proceed
of these trains
fight is raging between Roulers and American Magazine, says: ,
"When we let new friends into our
Ypres and Dixmude."
lives we become permanently- enlarged
London. Field Marshal von Hlnden-burg'- s and marvel that we could ever have
army, which is advancing on lived in a smaller world.''
Warsaw over a wide front between the
Anything to Oblige
Vistula and the Pilicia rivers, and
Officer
filling in form What's
Lowicz,
occupied
Friday
jwhlch on
your
religion?
new
Saturday
Kussian
the
reached on
position along the river Bzura, and '''"Zealous Recruit Well, what are
southward to Rawa, with the result you short of?
that another big battle is in progress.
A Nabob.
The Russians retired across the
"What is a nabob?" asked the teachBzura river, destroying the bridges be;
',
hind them, and two; German detach- er.
neigh-bob,- "
"A
answered,
partlylittle Lemments which followed over a
a
uel,
"is
with
a
tail."
horse
docked
anniburned bridge were attacked and
being
taken
hilated, fifty survivors
vílg Vyíj .The. Hero at Home.
prisoners. ,..
...
"Did you rise to the occasion when
of the
y This is only r.thebeglnning
burglar got .into your house?"
the
which
Warsaw,'from
great 'battle1 for
'
"Ño,
hut my hair did."
the Germans, are ; now only 21 miles.
Field Marshal von; Hindenburg,
At the First Signs
,
expects stern' resistance, which
army
Of
falling
hair get Cuticura. It
Russian
.
reinforced
strongly
the
adworks wonders. Touch spots of danis certain to offer to his further
river,
druff and itching with Cuticura Ointvance,, protected by the Vistula
ment,
unable
and follow next morning with a
which the,, Germani have been
shampoo
hot
of Cuticura Soap. This
to cross.
at once arrests falling hair and proThe Russians are continuing their motes hair growth. For free sample
Skin Book, address
operations against East Prussia as each with 32-though the capital of Poland were not post card: Cuticura, Dept. X, Boston.
threatened, and by counter attacks are Sold everywhere. Adv.
attempting to throw off the Austro-GermaInternational Lack.
attacks in Galicia, x . '
"He
took
French leave."
from
force
An Austrian sortie in
ofwas
"Where
his Dutch courage?"
Russian
to
according
the
Przemysl,
failed,
Baltimore
entirely
American.
statement,
has
ficial
and there, as well as at other points,
Important to Mothers
prisoners and guns were taken.
Examine carefully every bottle of
The Servian and Montenegrin ar- CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy
for
mies have again joined hands after infants and children, and see that it
inthe defeat of the Austrians who
vaded Servia, and now are making
their second advance toward Sarajevo, Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years. ;
capital of Bosnia.
of
supplies
armies,
Children
Cry for Fíétcher's Castoria
the
two
Thé
capby
replenished
been
have
which
tures from the Austrians, have formed
Shameless. " "
"All.', that I have I owe to my wife."
a junction near Vishegrad, which the
They
Montenegrins have occupied.
"Well, if I were you I wouldn't brag
expect to be before Sarajevo within that I had married for money."
three or four days.
YOUR OWN DRUGGIST WILL TELL YOU
Many Mines Planted.
i
Try Murine Bye Remedy for Bed, Weak, Watery
Uyes
and Granulated Kyellds; Ho Bmartini- jmessage
says:;
The
An Antwerp
Bye comfort. Write for Book; of the Ky
inst
Free. Murine Kye Remedy Co., Chicago.
east
the
which
raided
German cruisers
sowing
in
England
succeeded
coast of
Heard at the Station
a large mine field. In addition to the
reported
as
previously
"Why
is it you are going South?" '
steamers
three
"For my rheumatism."
having been destroyed, a mine sweep"Can't you get enough of it here?"
er, which was engaged in clearing the
seas, was blown up, and it is reported
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
two other vessels met a like fate-.-- This
Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
Cross
vicoccurred while the funerals of the
clothes.
Adr.
white
Scarof
tims of the' bombardment
borough and Hartlepool were being
It's a poor aeroplane that refuses to
held.
rise to the occasion.
Western Newspaper Union Newt Service.
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Peaceful

Valley

J
Greetings

Roy Trust & Savings
Bank

Merry Xmas

and a
Get vour feed ground at to the readers of the
Variety Machine works.

S--

Fling wide the gates Old Father Time and n then ring out a
,
t
I wish to sell my Well Drilling Christmas Chime. Rincr' the
outfit. A complete outfitinclud Christmas bells.
T4 pd.

ing Gasoline engine, Modern and
The inclement weather has
nearly new. Price right.
somewhat held back the wouldbe
J. W. Woodward, Roy, N. M. Xmas shoppers in these parts.

Bernard Whiting arrived last

"Safty First" For Your Funds
and Sincere Helpful Service
Our Watchwords.
We
Want Your Account.
Remember to Regard
"Our Bank" as

Mrs. J. B. Russell and nephew
George are visiting relatives in

week from Alta, Iowa and is
iting his mother. Mrs Mary A, Missouri.
Whiting and brother John. He
Geo. Cocké rill has put up a
will remain for the holidays.
new wind mill.
vis-

A telegram was received here
Wednesday by the relatives of
Harry Frankly n that he was dying at Englevale Kansas where
he went recently. No further
particulars have been received
but this message causes a sad
Christmas for many friends here.
.

Mrs Fry and little daughter,
Mattie-Bellare recovering from
measeis and throat trouble.

YOUR BANK

e

Mrs. De Force is in receipt of
a box of canned and preserved

Christmas present
from relatives who Jiye in the
East.
Instead of the tinkle of sleigh
Albert Day was in town Tuesof
day. He reperts his father as bells, we hear the honk-honsuffering severely from his in- the auto.
juries. Coughing with broken
ribs is a form of torture hard to The children of Mr. and Mrs.
Lemon are goiDg through the
appreciate unless you have
seige.

fruit.

A

Roy Trust and
Savings Baunk,
The

.

k

,

ROY.'

of

.

ed

it.

measles

'

Misses Ruth and Juanita'Har-pe- r The School at Mt. Olive will b
received a pair of white rab- entertained with a Xmas tree.
bits, from their uncle Albert Day
Luther Fry is adding an addiamong . their many .Christmas
presents.
The little animals tion to his house.
stand a good chance to be loved
Mrs. B. C. Jordan will give a
to death by their new mistresses
Xmas dinner.

ME

35c

Dr. S. Locke, D. D. S.

-

Floersheim Merc. Co unloaded
two cars of the finest lumber we
have seen for some time this
week. It is Oregon Fir, straight
smootheand sound and differs
materially
from "Mountain

Pine"

'

Carload Brilliant
Lump Coal $5.00
a ton.

'l:

H:.,.,.

r

!i;

I

Will be in ROY

Dec.

G. M. Co.

Elmer Neal, wife and daughter
up from Tucumcari to We are this week adding the
spetd Christmas at the paren- name of Irwin Latcher, of
tal G. Kitchell home.
to our list of readers.

9 10 11 & 12
do your Dental work.

came

Col-m-

--

or

Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.

Roy Telephone Company

Is

on the North

THE BALANCE WHEEL, m modern watches,
ticks.
makes one revolution each time the watch
300
second;
times in
each
5
The watch ticks times
432,000
one
hour;
times in
one minute; 18,000 times in
one year.
one day, and 157,680,000 times in

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines
time and save telegraphic delays.

'

ROY, N. M.
Local Residence
$1.50 pr mo.

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

A Variation of

at same

Office and EXCHANGES AT

Local Butinet
$2.50 per m

ol

Some Facts Concerning
Your Watch

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas; Chico, Taylor and Springer,

Do your business by phone and get your answer

non

Part

spring which controls the
in the vibration of the hair
oí 15 min. per day.
difference
a
will make

balance wheel
will stop to think a moment he
If the watch owner
give his watch good
will see that it is necessary to
treatment in order to get gobd time out of it.

j

S. ALBERTSON, Jeweler
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WITH CHANTILLY

RIBBONS

LACE

EXQUISITE MODEL FOR
EVENING GOWN.

A

r

FALL

Every Detail of the Present Mode
Contained In the Accompanying
Design Favorite Black and
White Are the Colon.
The model illustrated today is typical of the fall evening gowns. Dainty
Fish Doctor Wanted for Government Hatcheries and feminine looking, there is a very
obvious dignity about it that marks it
for the new order of things and enWASHINGTON. Congress has been asked by the bureau of fisheries of the hances its charm to a degree.
commerce for an appropriation of $2,500 annually to cover
Since black and black and white
the salary of a family physician for all the domesticated fishes of the United
States It has been estimated by fish
experts in the employ of the govern'
ment that epidemics among infant fish
at government hatcheries cost more
than $1,000,000 a year. These epidemics usually occur among fish less than
six months, of age, and the damage
worked by disease is greatly increased
when the adult value of the fish is
taken into consideration.
For $2,500 a year, officials of the
bureau say they can obtain the services of a fish pathologist, whose train
ing has made him an expert in diseases of the finny youngsters.
Once the $2,500 is secured, it is proposed to retain a male fish pathologist
who has made a life work of one of tbe strangest paths of scientific endeavor
known. There are barely a score of recognized fish pathologists in the United
States at the present time, it is said, and one of the possible sources of difficulty the government; may experience is the employment of such an expert
at a salary of only $2,500 a year. He will be required to make his headquarters at Washington and receive here the reports of threatened outbreaks of
epidemics at government hatcheries in any part of the country.
It is not particularly well known to the general public that trout and
salmon are greatly troubled with a disease which in the human being would
be considered somewhat close to a goitre. This Is a swelling of the thyroid
gland in the throat of a salmon or a trout, which soon becomes apparent by
a swelling of the throat, and eventually results in the death of the afflicted
fish. At the present there is no known remedy for the disease, and it is to
begin a study of this and similar ailm ents that the fish doctor is needed.
--

'"

00

:

Many Eligible Bachelors
WASHINGTON

in

the National Capital

has a long list of eligible bachelors. Among them Is the

justice of the Supreme court,. Judge McReynolds. However, he Is by no means a misogamist. He is fond of the society of girls and
liked to do nice things for them and
pay them little attentions. The third

assistant

postmaster-genera-

Alexan-

l,

der Dockery, is another bachelor. At
his home in Missouri he is a political
force. He was at one time governor
".
of the state.
There is also John Barrett, direcunion. He is
tor of the
a man of some means, with a taste
for society. .
The presence of the diplomatic
corps in Washington naturally means
the presence of a host of young attaches, not all eligible, perhaps, but dear to
the heart of the debutante and the hostess. And there are six foreign ministers here who are bachelors namely, Don Roberto Brenes Mesen from
Costa Rica, Mehdi Khan from Persia, Dr. Alberto Membreno from Honduras,
Dr. Carlos Manuel de Céspedes from Cuba, Viscount d'Alte from Portugal and
Constantin Brun from Denmark.
The senate has a full allowance of bachelors, and the house bristles with
them. Moreover, an unusual number of army and navy bachelors now occu'
py positions of trust and importance In the national capital.
Pan-America- n

Finger-Pri-

nt

System Proves Useful to the Army

GEORGE ANDREWS, as adjutant general of the army, has
BRIG. GEN.
a report to the war department in regard to the successful operasystem of identification in the detection of military
tion of the finger-prin- t
'
offenders.
At present, he says, the
adjutant
general's
office has on file
.
r?

UnHy

the finser-Prin- t
records of 202,244
dlviduals who are now or had been
fíTlrPfxíñ
previously enlisted in the army.
During the past fiscal year 487
cases of fraudulent enlistment of former deserters, general prisoners and
others were discovered through the
finger-prin- t
system. .During, the preceding year the number of cases of
enlistment
fraudulent
discovered
system was 256, and dur
through
that
v
ing the fiscal year 1912 the number was 337.
'This office," says General Andrews, "has identified by means of this system dead men who were former soldiers and whose identity could not be satisfactorily established in any other way, as well as civil offenders who sought
to evade arrest for their crimes by enlisting in' the army under assumed
names, and soldiers who left impressions of their fingers while in the act of
committing some serious offense.
records and photo"It is undoubtedly true that the use of finger-prin- t
to
attempting
enter the' army for the
graphs has deterred criminals from
civil
by
authorities."
arrest
the
and
purpose of escaping detection

ziii
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Black Lace Is Back in Favor.;
'

'

h

"
--

"

'i.'"

GREAT

VARIETY

All Descriptions and Shades Called In.
to Use Both for Girdles and

JUL

rr3

IN

'

w,.'

effects aré so modish this season,
black lace has been brought into favor once again, especially chantllly.
Black laces have in general been out
of the reckoning, but now it is Just
the thing for long transparent tunics,
and there is a variety of ways of using it.
The illustrated evening gown shows
a chantilly tunic effectively bordered
with white fur. The body part of the
corsage and the
tunic
are of black chiffon velour ornamented with circles of smoked pearl
beads. The V decolletage allows a
glimpse of white malines folded over
the bust, and there is a little flaring
collar of the same at the back. Chantilly is again employed in the sleeves,
and these, too, are bordered with a
narrow white, fur bandifcg. The lace
tunic veils a white taffeta skirt, which
is completed below the length of the
tunic with black chiffon velours, bordered, In turn, with the white fur.
A recent twist of tnis idea of the
lace tunic substitutes a net foundation built upon with flounces of lace,
wide or narrow, or it may be that the
net is crossed and recfossed with lace
insertions, finished about its lower
edge with a wide self hem, or with
a broad band of black velvet 'or taffeta. Velvet? ribbon is playing an important part in the decorative schemes
of both day and evening dresses as a
"
tunic border.

,..

.Trimmings.

Rich satin, faille and moire, ribbons
are used for girdles and hat trimmings. Girdles are either plain, of
striped broche, or a combination of
ribbons. Velvet brocades have entire
velvet figures, or satin flowers outlined with velvet Velvet stripes appear in dark, rich roman ribbons.
Many rich ribbons are very" dark,
such shades as dark brown, navy, purple, mahogany, russlan and stem
greens, etc., and are blended with hair,
lines of. black, yellow, scarlet, pale
blue and green satin, or one wide one
of black satin. Girdles and sashes oí
brocade have a rich effect with Sl plain
colored gown. For evening or dancing
gowns rich satin girdles are worn, and
fancy stripes set off a simple serge
or cotton dress. Soft finished ribbons
are used for crush girdles.
Tinsel ribbons heavy with gold or
silver scrolls or flowers are very handsome and are used for girdles or for
collar,, vest or cuffs. Ribbon tassels
of black ribbon are fur tipped and
used as a coquettish finish on some of
the close turbans worn tipped sharply
on

the side.

FOR

KNITTING

OR

CROCHET

Novel and Easily Made Bag, Which
Requires Only Remnants for

Its Material.
Our sketch shows a useful bag of
a very novel nature that can be carried out with the aid of a remnant of
almost any strong material and that
is convenient to use and easy to make.
It can be prepared in any size to
suit the requirements of the owner,
and consists of a broad band of ma-- '
terial, lined ' with sateen and bound
at the edge3 with narrow ribbon.
The side pieces are made of soft
satin gathered into a little frill at the
top and they are semicircular in shape
and sewn On to the edges of the cen- v,
I
.i l
rri
j s
silk cord attached to small
fastened on to the sides of the bag
with tabs of ribbon. To' open it the'
handles have merely to be pulled
apart, and the bag can' then be laid
almost flat upon the table so that the
whole of the contents will be exposed
and any article it may contain selected
',
in a moment, t '
To make the tabs for fastening on
the rings, cut a short piece of ribbon
.

key-ring-

short-pouche- d

into points at both ends, then pass one
end through the ring, fold the .ribbon
and sew it together at the edges. It
can afterward be sewn in place upon
the side of the bag and the handle
tied on in the manner shown in the
'
sketch.
-

Good Plan. ...
young woman who Was making
some soft cushions and comforts found
that the cotton filling that she was using had become slightly damp. This
made it difficult to thrust the needle
through in tying the comfort, so she
placed the cotton in the oven to dry
and become slightly browned. As 8
result it became very light and fluffy
and held its flufflness. Treated this
way it holds its resilienceand does
not mat and pack down.
A

Chantilly Capes.
(
Capes of chantilly, ornamented with
embroidery, are formed in loose sacks,
dark blue, silver and deep red appearing in the stitchery. Sometimes the
chantilly is mounted over a cape of
black tulle for young girls. They are
just little sacks with kimono sleeves,
the long fronts turned under and
caught into the belt; this makes a
pretty little addition to a dress.
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fire of fine inspiration and followed
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Memoirs of Napoleon

52 Times a Year

not 12.

In Three Volumes

Send
to The Youth's Companion, Boston, Mass., for
to-d- ay

THREE CURRENT

The personal reminiscences of Baron de Meneval,
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SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE
Seem to Have Defied III Luck.
For a Useful Life.
The superstition concerning the ill
Have a fixed purpose in life; one luck of
the mystic number 13 is said
thai means tomethiug, and something to be waning. It may
be pointed out
that is worthy of you, and then make that the original
colonies were 13
,
your whole life hinge about it.
In number and that up to going to
press they have not met with any
especial
misfortune.
Revised Version.
Be sure you are wrong, retain the
best legal talent available, then go
For Beginners in Crime.
ahead. Contact (Nev.) Miner.
A regular text book for thieves and
burglars has been discovered by the
Block to Progress.
New York police. It contained instrucMore of us would make good if our
tions bow to file bars, how to pick a
neighbor would quit shovlng.-Chica-5lock, how to avoid leaving finger-print- s
News.
and many other tricks of the trade.
--

for

thirteen years, private secretary to Napoleon Bonaparte,
bring out, as no history can, many enlightening and
interesting side lights on the character of that greatest of
leaders. De Méneval's descriptions have the piquancy
and interest possible only because he was an actual eyewitness of the scenes and incidents of which he writes.
Their reliability and historical interest can be judged by
the fact that the very conservative French Academy
publicly recommends them.

A SPECIAL OFFER TO OUR READERS
By special

arrangement with the publishers of Collier's, The
National Weekly, we are able to give these valuable and interesting
Memoirs free with a year's subscription to Collier's and this publi- cation, at a price less than the lowest net cash subscription price of
the two papers. Only a limited quantity of these Memoirs is
available, however, so to get the benefit of this special offer you
must act quickly.

WHAT YOU GET IN COLLIER'S
--

0

Collier's is the one big, fearless, independent Weekly of the whole
Its editorials are quoted by every paper in the Union.
It stands always for the best interests of the greatest number of
the people. Among its contributors are such writers as George
Randolph Chester, author of "
Wallingford,"
Meredith Nicholson, Amélie Rives, H. G. Wells, Hamlin Garland,
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Henry Beach Needham, etc. It numbers
among its correspondents such men as Jack London, Arthur Rulil,
James B. Connolly, and Henry Reuterdahl.
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EACH TOWN and district to ride and exhibit a sample Latest Model
Ranger" bicycle furnished by us. Our Rider Agents everywhere ara
laklnirmoney fast. Write for full varticularaandgveciril offer at imm.
NO MONEY REQUIRED until you receive and approve your bicycle.
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If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep the bicycle ship it back to us at our expense and you wül not be out one cent.
We furnish the highest grade bicycles it is
DRIPEC possible
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to make at one small profit above
Thv lUiil riilwfcO
actual factory cost. You save 110 to $25 middlemen's profits by buying direct ofu9 andhave the manufacturer'sguarantee behind your
bicycle. DO NOT BU Ytt bicycle or a Dair of tires from anvovr, at
anu vrice until .vou receive our catalogues and learn our unheard of
factory prices and remarkable special offers.
YOU WILL BE ASTONISHED
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the wonderfully lotopricet we can make ron thli year. We sell the ta If hest grade
bicycles for leel money than any other factory. We are eatlBfled with il.00 Droftt
above factory cost BICYCLE DEALERS, yon can sell ourblcyoleaunderjou
own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day reoelred.
hlerclM.
SECONDHAND BICYCLES. We do not recularly handle second-hanbnt nsulaly hare a number on hand taken In trade by our Chicago retail stores. These we olear
out protrmtlyat nces ranging irom J 10 o or em. uesonptlve bargain lists mailed free.
alnile wheels, imported roller ohalna and nada a. narta. ranina
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f end equipment of aU kinds at halt tht regular retail price.
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er Olaaa will not lat the air out.
A hundred thousand pairs sold last year.
CiUiilfiiUnS la Hvelv and easv
riding, very durable and lined Inside with (
r. siieclal quality of rubber, which never be
comes porous ana wmcn closes up small
i
punctures without allowing air to escape. They weigh I f NotlesthBthlck rubber trta4
uu more man an orainary lire, me puncture resisting i
;'A"andpuneturstrips''B"
cualltles being given by several layers of thin, specially
and D"alorim strip "H"
laDric on me treaa xne regular price oi tnese
ri eparea
to prsvsnt nm cutting, mis
tires is S10.0Ü per pair, but for advertising purposes we
tir will sutlast any othsr
ere making a special factory price to the rider of only
maks-SOELASTIC and
t.80 per pair. AU orders shipped same day letter Is
EASY RIDING.
! jceived.
We will ship O. O.D. on annroval. You do
not need to pay a cent until you examine and find them strictly as represented.
We will allow a cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 94.S5 per pair) If
you send FULL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose this advertisement You run no risk In
ending us an order as the tires may be returned at OU R expense if for any reason they are not
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tlsf&ctory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as In a bank. If you order
a pair of these tires, you will find that they Will tide easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and look finer
t jan any tire you hare ever need or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased that when yon want
r bicycle you will give ns yonr order. We want you to send us a trial order at once, benoe this remarkable t'- - offer.
buy any kind at any price until you sendfor pair of Hedfithora
MC
HmmkmU
Puncture-Proo- f
ItimZii don't
tires on approval and trial at the speolal IntiV istory
price quoted above; or write for our Wg Tire and Sundry Catalogue which describes and quotes all makes and
kinds of tires and bicycle equlpmentand sundries at aooui nan me usual prices.
Dicyoie or e pair
postal today. DO NOT think of Burma
tir2f us aanyone
until yon know we new ana wonaenui oners we an mating.
tt oosts only a postal to learn everything. write it now.
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Thrifty Welah Farmers.
In Wales, when the farmers want
Hlatory of Baseball.
woodplgeons to make a dainty dish
While the origin of baseball is a
they are eald to climb the trees while diepuf i question, the first real game
the birds are young and tie the legs on record was played at Hoboken, N.
of the nestlings to a neighboring Y.,s the same year that Texas was takbough. The parents then feed them en into the Union. The Knickerbocker
till they are quite grown,-whe- n
the Baseball clu drew up the first real
farmer's boy climbs the tree again, set of rules at that time. Organized
and plump birds are secured for sup- baseball, however, la a development
per with a minimum of trouble.
since the Civil war. The National
league was not formed until 1875.
via cngiisn rtowing uostumes.
English rowing men a century ago
wore costumes far different from
what they wear now. In 1805 it was
the correct thing for them to wear a
green leather catskin can with a
Jacket and trousers of nankeen. In
the first university race at Henley, in
1829,
Oxford won, wearing blue
checks, while Cambridge was in white
and pink waistcoats.
heavy straw hats came In a little
later.
Broad-brimme-

d,

,

Amazing Notice.
A traveling revivalist placed the
lowing rather astounding notice on

fol-

the

bulletin board at a country school-hous- e
on his arrival: "There will be
preaching here the following Wednesday eve, Providence permitting, On
the subject: 'He that believeth shall
be saved and he that believeth not
shall be damned' at 3:30 in the after
i
noon."
t
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SPY CAUSES

DEATH

OF 500

Signaled to German Guns, Which De
stroyed the Church They
Slept In.

jo j
(

1

áú
tffSf

SWEET TOOTH DAINTIES
CONFECTIONS OF FINE FLAVOR,
THAT ARE REMINISCENT.

London. How 500 French troops
were betrayed by a spy is told in dis

Dunkirk. The French Old, but Very Good, Are These Little
s
Which Most of Us Find a
sleeping In a church at
A spy in jome vy
Pleasure In Between Real
to the belfry and disMeals.
which noticed the Ger
man artillery of the presence of the
Date cakés are novel and good. Take
troops.
f
pound of
one pound of dates
A bombardment immediately fol English walnuts, the same quantity of
lowed, and, the exact range being figs and the white of one egg to make
known to the enemy, the sleeping these. Seed the dates and chop them
men, before they could make their és fine with the figs and nuts. Mix all tocape, were cut to pieces by exploding gether with the stiffly beaten white of
shells, which also set fire to the the egg and bake in small
straw on which they had teen lying.
Peanut Crisps. Peanut crisps are a
fine substitute for the usual tea cakes.
FLYER LANDS AMID ENEMY Shell a quart of peanuts and chop
them fine. Add one cupful of powRussian Aviator's Aeroplane Is Hit dered sugar, a tablespoonful of flour
140 Times He Makes His
and the whites of two eggs. Beat up
.Escape Unhurt.
lightly and drop in spoonfuls on a buttered pan and brown in a moderate
Petrograd. High praise Is given to oven.
the work of the Russian aviators in
Lemon Wafers. Lemon wafers and
dispatches from the front.
orange wafers are made in the same
One Russian airman laflded in the manner. Cream a cupful of butter
middle of the German army, but es- with two cupfuls of sugar; work in
caped unhurt. He managed to get two beaten eggs. Squeeze the juice
his aeroplane into the air again and from a large lemon and grate the rind.
reach the Russian lines, although the Add this to a small cupful of cold wa
machine had been struck by 140 bul- ter and mix with the other ingredients.
lets, 48 of which hit the shield pro- Then put In enough flour to make a
tecting the aviator.
The steering dough stiff enough to roll. Roll very
gear was 6truck three times.
thin, cut in rounds or other shapes.
Two German aeroplanes that were and bake.
reconnoitering near Lodz were brought
Honey ' Candy. To make .honey
down by high angle guns and cap
candy, put half a pound of honey into
tured.
a saucepan, add half a pound of sugar,
one tablespoonful of cream and a desDEPICT RUSSIAN LIFE
sertspoonful of cold water; then mix
and stir well. Allow to stand for one
hour. Put over a moderate fire and
cook, stirring gently until it is stiff
enough to pull. Pour into buttered
tins. When cool enough to handle pull
and cut into small pieces.
Caramels. This recipe is very old
and very good. Mix two cupfuls of
chocolate, two cupfuls of milk, two
cupfuls of molasses, two- cupfuls of
s
brown sugar and
of a cup
ful of butter together. Boil until it
hardens lr water: but lust before it
hardens flavor it with vanilla.
patches from
soldiers were
Lampernisse.
gained access
played lights
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Undaunted by their misfortune in being driven from their homes in East
Prussia by the czar's forces, these German peasant women, who are com
pelled to make their homes in temporary shelters thrown up in the fields, are
busily engaged knitting woolen socks and mittens for their men folk, who are
fighting with the kaiser's forces.
he helps to promote cheerfulness and
optimism, and does much to relieve
TO
the monotony of life in a fort. He
cannot complain of monotony. Since
August 30, when he set forth on this
novel mission to a defensive army
Breton Bard Inspires Spirit o5 Botrel has seldom slept
in a bed and
perhaps never twice in the same place.
French Armies.
But as he himself remarks, he fares
no worse thansthe soldiers to whom
Under Orders of Minister of War He. he is sent, and he travels and tramps
as. best he can, arriving always ia
Travels From Camp to Camp
good spirits, and exuding cheerfulness
Men
With
Entertaining
at every pore, however weary hemay
Stirring Ballads.
Paris. The role that the minstrel
Taillefer played at Hastings, that Roland took at Roncevaux and Blondel
filled, when he found the imprisoned
Richard Coeur de Lion in an Austrian
castle is being played in the present
war by Theodore Botrel, the Breton
poet, who has been sent to the fighting line by M. Millerand, the minister
of war, to sing and recite patriotic and
wárlike chansons to the French soldiers, to inspire them to mighty deeds.
For the last month or more the
picturesque Breton singer, with his'
sleek hair, his wide hat brim, his
flying ribbon and voluminous velvet
breeches, looking for all the world like
the painted figure on a piece of Breton
pottery, has been traveling, staff in
hand, from camp to camp, entertaining
the fighting men of France with stirring ballads. Botrel's work smacks
of ancient warfare and its customs
more s even than the breastplates,
and spears which have
proved their value on several occa-

be.
He is adored wherever he passes

naturally, and indefatigably he travels
Good-nigon
here;
there.
It sounds strange, the presence of
this middle aged bard with the fight
ing forces of the land, in the fortresses
and garrisons of a modern fighting
machine. Yet a singer of patriotic
songs could nowhere get better inspiration than with the colors, and one
almost wonders that a poet laureate is
not always to be found in camp, as
near as possible to the place where
the battle may be raging.
There, at all events, the French
forces have theirs. Botrel has set the
example. There are many poets serving with the colors, of course; poetry
does not exempt a Frenchman from
his military services, and some of
them find time occasionally to send
a sonnet or a strophe home from the
trenches.
Only Botrel has gone out with the
bard's mission, 'and he is earning his
medal in his way. When the war is
t
sions,
over, and the ...country has time to
The soldiers are gathered together think of recompenses, and prizes, and
in a big hall, an impromptu and gener- medals, the French academy will perally insecure platform is rigged up haps award one to the Breton Bard.
and Botrel stands forth to recite his
songs, some in the' Breton dialect,
Hard for Divorcees.
others in French, but all touched with
Vienna. Divorced women in Austhe lyric flame that carries simple tria who live on alimony are having
words and simple thoughts straight a hard time, as their former husbands
to the hearts of the hearers.
do not have to pay during the war.
Botrel's inspiration is not of the
kind that soars high and far, but here,
Six Left of 60,000.
face to face with the troops who are
Paris. When the war broke out
bearing themselves so gallantly in the Malines had 60,000 inhabitants. Now
east, he has found again the fire of his there are six Belgians left to keep the
earlier days and the flame of
German garrison company.
bright and strong in these
metrical chants which he utters with
Perspiration During sleep.
a touching simplicity and childlike
Under normal conditions human
earnestness.
beings perspire about twice as much
The war bard is filling a useful role; when asleep -- 3 v. hen awake.
ht

good-morro-

-

two-third-
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three-quarter-

hand-grenade-

patriot-lsr&'burn- s

Roast Rabbit. '
Empty, skin and thoroughly wash
the rabbit; wipe it dry, line the inside
with sausage meat and forcemeat (the
latter of bread crumbs, well seasoned
and worked up). Sew the stuffing in
side, skewer back the head between
the shoulders, cut off the fore Joints of
the shoulders and legs, bring them
close to the body and secure them by
means of a skewer. Wrap the rabbit
in buttered paper, keep it well basted,
and a few minutes before it is done remove the paper, flour and 'froth it and
let it acquire a nice brown color. It
s
should be done in
of an
hour. Take out the skewers and serve
with brown gravy and red currant
jelly. To bake the rabbit proceed in
the same manner as above; in a good
oven it will take about the same time
as roasting. Most cooks garnish the
rabbit with slices of lemon and serve
up with currant jelly. Sometimes the
head is cut off before sending to the
table, but this is a matter of individual
'
taste.

New York society crowded the ball
room of- the Biltmore recently on the
occasion of the Russian festival .arranged ,by Miss Barbara Rutherford,
daughter of Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt.
The proceeds of the festival go to aid
-

Russian war sufferers

Mushroom Stuffing.
Add a small cupful of chopped mushrooms " to a similar quantity of fine
breadcrumbs, one tablespoonful cf finely chopped ham, a teaspoonful of finely chopped parsley, a dust of powdered
thyme, a pinch of lemon rind and a
small portion of onion. Mix all thoroughly, then fry in boiling fat, and use
as a stuffing for marrow, tomatoes or

Make Use of Cats.
large onions.
Berlin. By order of the mayor of
Brausberg, East Prussia, the cats are
To Preserve Cut Flowers.
being thinned out and the army helped
Cut flowers wither quickly from the
at the same time, the skins of the heat in a room. If a small piece of
felines being used for body belts and camphor is placed in the water, it will
mittens for the soldiers, who believe keep them fresh much longer.
cat skins ward off rheumatism.

THE
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Senator Reed Smoot. In consequence of his Mormon training, uses
no stimulants no tobacco, alcohol,
coffee or tea. No one who has ever
undertaken to go through life without
the use of coffee or tea has, any idea
of the petty annoyances that such abstinence entall3. A man can quit
drinking malt, vlnovis, or spirituous

-

PLAYED

liquors, and his friends merely remark: "On the wagon, eh?" and let
it go at that. They don't ask why he
quit, and usually do nol insist on his
drinking, regardless of what may be
the prevailing notion to the contrary.
Anybody knows that when a man
Am 1
quits drinking he does so because he
does not wish to take all the natural
finish off hi3 lnsides and die ahead of
schedule, or í ave a befuddled brain,
such as one can see on the charts in
any doctor's, office.
But with a man who does not
drink coKee or tea it is different.
Everybody desires to know why.
Wherever Smoot goes to dine people asa. "Do you find that coffee makes
you nervous?" "Don't you drink it for breakfast even?" "Did you ever try
that Battle Creek substitute for coffee?" "Does it, keep you awake?" And,
oh, a great many more.
Of late years, in orderlo avoid a scene, Smoot usually takes a cup of
offee when It is offered to him, but does not drink it, But this avails him
little. Sooner or later his hostess inquires:
"Do you find your coffee too strong?" or, "Did you get cream and sugar?"
Then the truth leaks out and the questions begin.
v

r

V
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"HANSI," ALSATIAN ARTIST

BOTH WAYS.

TIME WILL TELL.

Down at a southern racecourse,
which I shall designate no more than
to say that it's a place where you
can lose your money In the winter
time, I took a young lady out to the
track and she insisted on placing a
bet on a . horse., She wouldn't even
let me help her do it.
The horse did worse than to come
in last He turned around and ran
the other way. I said:
The
"Well, you lose your bet.
horse you had your money on is run.

ning the wrong way!"
She gurgled with satisfied glee.
"Shows that a woman's instinct
can't go wrong," she answered triumphantly. "I played him both ways!"
Cincinnati Plain Dealer.
Exceptional.
Mr. Bore I don't see why people
First Farmer I tell you, Hiram
keep diaries, do you?
Skinnem had a lot of summer boardMiss Lenore Why, to write down ers down tew his place this year.
their thoughts, keep a record of their Were they rich?
Second Farmer Well, they wua
affairs and
her)-But
ajore they came to., board with Hi- Mr. Bore (interrupting

that's all foolishness.

I can keep ram.

those in my head.
Miss Lenore That's a very good
Not long ago a mild sensation was way; but,
then, not everybody has the
created when John Waltz, an Alsatian room! Judge.
widely
under

known
was con"Hansi,"
pseudonym
of
the
demned by the German authorities to
a year's Imprisonment on account of
a book for children which he had
i
written and Illustrated. In this book,
which was called "Mon Village," he
dealt in a humorous and satirical vein
with life in his native village, and
he was lavish both with pen, and pencil in criticism of the German masters
e
and praise of the
of
French, its rulers of yesterday.
Since then "Hansi" has produced
another work, which, together with its
predecessor, has hecome so enormously popular in France since the outbreak of war against Germany that
copies are scarcely to be obtained.
This, "The History of AJeace for Little Children, Told by Their Uncle
Hansi," gives little Alsatians a survey
of the story of their native land that
is
in every line. And while thl3 book and "Mon Village" are sell
ing , like hot cakes in France and doubtless being smuggled intof Alsatian
homes by the hundred, there to be scanned with delight spiced with the
thought of what may befall if "the men from across the Rhine" get wind of
the treasured volumes, "Hansi" himself is fighting in the French army against
the nation which he has so consistently and humorously criticized in word
and picture.

A Happy Crew.
The gods upon Olympus
Were always feeling prime
And never knew the sadness
Of working overtime.

artist and writer,

m

Alsace-Lorrain-
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None Needed.

"What do you mean," said an Irate
A Muffled Disappointment.
guest at a Kansas hotel, "by sending
"Darling," whispered the ardent
me to a room with no curtains on the suitor, "I lay my fortune at your feet."
windows facing the streets?"
"Your fortune?" she replied in sur. "Dot
vas all righd," replied the prise, "I didn't know you had one."
landlord, "der glass vas so dlrdy dat
"Well, it isn't much of a fortune,
no gurtains vare needetJ."
but it will look large beside those tiny

feet"
Suffering Certain.
Average Small Town.
"The heroes of the European conCity Man What makes rents so
flict are as nothing now to what they
will be when the cold European win- high here?
Villager This Is an incorporated
ter sets In."
"Do you mean to tell me those High- town.
"Things don't look very metropolilanders dress that way In the winter,

tan."

too?"

"No-o-

,

but the taxes are."

LEAVES HIM SOMETHING.

That Would Interest Them.
"I hardly know what sort of a
speech to make before an audience of
woman voters," declared the portly"
'
stateman.
"Better arrange to illustrate a few
new tango steps," suggested his adviser.

n

.

MAJ. GEN. SAM HUGHES

y

'Twas Ever Thus.
Wife I can read you like I can this

book, Adolphus.
Husband Why don't you, then?
You skip what you don't like in a
book nd linger over it In me. Puck.
.

One of the most picturesque fig
ures in public life in Canada is MaJ.
Gen. Sam Hughes, minister of militia.

His admirers call him Independent
and efficient; his critics say he is a
marvel of indiscretion. He organized
Valcartier camp, where the Canadian
contingent was trained for the European war, and, bossing the Job to
suit himself, succeeded in arousing a
lot of adverse criticism. But on his
return from England he wiped all
that out with this typical speech:
"I have it on the word of the
late Lord Roberts that Valcartier
camp displayed on the part of your
humble servant, a capacity for organization and driving power, unsurpassed in military .history,"
Büt Hughes was not long in finding fresh trouble. General Lessard. a

Sad

Memories.

Guest in Northern Hotel Here,
waiter, take away that mint sauce!
Another at Adjoining Table What's
the matter with that fellow?
Third I guess he's from Virginia.
Mrs. A

husband's
Mrs. B
I

Do you go through your
pockets every night?
No; about one night a week

foolhim.
Political Uncertainty.

The statesman takes exceeding care
To keep his fences in repair:
For though he has a great renown,
He can't tell when they'll tumble down.

Prepared.

rate at
car is

"My dear boy, I think the
which you drive your motor

shocking!"
"That's all right, auntie; I always
use a . shock absorber."

'

Progress.
Hicks Did you get that raise of
salary you asked for?
Anxious Solicitude.
officer, who did valWicks No, .but I have got some"My uncle you met the other day
iant service in South Africa, but who
thing
now to refer back to the next
jiffv.'J'it'rti?ri
at our house is an anthropologist,"
.... "t S?"".
is ineligible for active service now on
I
time
ask.
"You don't say! Is he taking treat"
o ,
u
RVVUUiiL
0 í
ment for it?"
officer commanding the Toronto district, ordered a surprise mobilization ol
"On With the Dance."meet
purpose
to
efficiency
organization
of
testing
the
of his
troops for the
you have taken up the danc"I
hear
Everything.
Paw Knows
'
a possible Invasion of
ing
craze."
quesopen
an
Is
Willie
what
Paw,
Hughes did not approve. But instead of reprimanding the G. O. C. pri"Yes. I got so worried I kept walkvately, he blazed forth his criticism In a public address. Immediately the tion?
ing
the floor anyhow and I thought I
Paw "Who has a corkscrew?" ray
fat was in the fire. Opposition papers said little. But government papers son.
might
as well do It to music."
forthwith demanded Hughes' head.
French-Canadia-

'

n

W

-

German-American-

s.
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Herbert Mitchell came in from

ZOE

Colfax Wednesday

Prof.

Brockman and S. P.
Davis came in Tuesday and too-out a wagon load of supplies for
the Christmas tree at Liberty
School. They had a treat for the
children equal to any of the larg-

If You Trade With Me
We Both Win
and

A

vice-vers- a

er schools.

ipmr?; Ural

Is Best For us Both
i,,
YI

y-

.i

Your Groceries,
anned Goods,

T1TTTT

for the

Tuf.umcari had a bad fire last
week which destroyed . the jold
"Manney House", a large 16
room residence and a relic of
early boom times in the town.
It was a total loss except for
some insurance. ,

Drygoods, Cloth-KinShoes, Coal,
lour, ana Feed.

g,

Learn my Prices.

A.R. D aVIS, Roy, N.M.

Miss Elnora. Dunn, arrived
Monday from Ware, Texas, and
went out with her brother, Walter Dunn to her claim twenty
miles north of town Wednesday.
Miss Dunn filed heie recently
and came to established residence
on her Homestead. Her father
and brother are Jiving on thir
claims and they plan to make
their combined holdings an ideal
little stock farm.

Karl Guthman and family came
dovvn from Dawson Wednesday.
The family will spend the. holidays here while Mr. G. goes east
on business.

)
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E
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PERSONALS
Miss Susie Ransbergpr, of Pan
Handle, Texas, arrived in Roy
Sunday to be the guest of her
sister. Mr. Judy during the
Holidays. Miss Ran sberger was
here last summer for an extend
ed visit and is so much impressed

The finest line of Christmas
Candy ever brought to Koy is
now on Display at,
THE PAÍRVIEW PHARMACY
The Messrs. Randall, who re
cently located on claims 25 miles
north came in with three big

teams Monday to meet an emi
trrant car they expected from
Texas. The car did not arrive
Ith this climate and Roy people and they made the long drive
again,
hat she has developed an ambi home tocóme
tion to tile on a claim here.
Notice Cream Shippers
. Miss Ransberger is a Trained
Fred Brown Pays 29 cents
s
Nurse and a most de
sirable addition to Society here For Cream
if she should be persuaded to' loT. M. Ogden and family were
cate with us:
in town Tuesday doing a lot of
mysterious shopping.
We were in error last week regarding the new tenants at the Christmas Toys, Candies, and
Bruce Hotel. Floyd Morris is Decorations. The finest line
the New Landlord but it is his ever shown in Roy. See them
mother who is assisting him and buy your presents early
with the Rooming House,Bakery while the Stock is Cemplete.
and Lunch Counter which he
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
will run instead of Mrs. Sisson
as we had been told. Here's a A. R. Davis was called to
Merry Christmas and wishing Trinidad Sunday on a business
Ill
thm success just the same.
mission returning Monday.

vr

CAND jut
T7

r

immense line
of Holiday Goods
In Addition to our Regular Stock

We Deal In

Red-Cros-

Everything You
Want to Buy Or
TP

ilave to

ell

,

Dr. Gibbs was called out to the
Monday and will winter here. Charlie Davis' Monday night reHe has resigned from his job at turning Tuesday morning.
Colfax and will wait dévelope-ment- s
Feed Grinding
after the new Company
gets control of the project. It I' am prepared to do all kinds
seems they are discharging all of grinding at my place Z miles
old hands and Tom beat them to east of Mills.
T2pd:
it.'
J. E. La Rue
Tom Blankenship came home

Do Your Christmas Shop- ping at Our Store.

Goodbi am
Meinc Coo
1Z

11

THE
Conditions at Naco are rapidly

AN EPITOIEOF

RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

ACHIEVE

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
'Western Newspaper Union Newt Service.

WESTERN.
Woman suffrage carried

in.

Montana

in the November election by
votes, according to the official
vass.
Fire,
House,
houses,
tion of
.

3,714
can-

starting in the City Opera
destroyed eleven business
about half the business secDana, Ind., with a loss of

$125,000.

The name of James R. Klllian, clerk
of the Supreme Court of Colorado, has
been presented to Washington for appointment as United States ambassador to Mexico.
Heavy seas rolled up by a forty-mil- e
wind along the southern coast cost one
life and wrought damage amounting to
more than $100,000 at Long Beach and
at Hueneme, Cal.
gray-eye- d
Mrs. Alma B.
Little, active in Detroit society and
lodge circles, is desperately fighting
the efforts of her husband, Charles A.
Little, druggist, to prove her of 'negro descent.
Maj. Gen. Hugh L. Scott, chief of
staff, U. S. A., is making his hurried
trip to Naco to "ask the gentlemen in
Mexico to move their war a little farther south, so it will not annoy the
Americans there."
There are 37,199 children of school
age, of whom 28,301 are enrolled in
the public schools of Wyoming, according to the biennial report of State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Rose A.
C. C. Lockhart and H. H. Sutton,
chauffeurs of Douglas, Ariz., are held
prisoners and their automobiles have
been confiscated by the Maytorena
troops at Fronteras, Sonora, according
to a report received by Constitutionalist Consul Maytorena.
Milwaukee police were searching for
William Moore, colored, in connection
with' the murder of Mrs. Pearl Miller,
white wife of John Miller, colored.
The woman's throat was cut by the
negro in the presence of her,
son. Moore was a boarder.
Mrs. David Korshak, whose husbnd
has confessed to setting fire to many
stores in the interest of the alleged
arson ring, at Chicago told on the
witness stand that for $10,000 and $50
a week she had contracted to expose
the arson ring and cause her husband
to confess.
A portion of a famous and valuable
collection of rare coins was added to
the property of the Wyoming Histo
rical Society. They came from the
estate 'of Don Charles Parker Wegel-forwho died at Grand Encampment,
Wyo., in 1907, and were sent to the
society by Theodore C. H. Wegelfort
of Sister Lake, Mich., administrator
of the estate of the dead man. There
are about 100 rare coins in the
Fair-haire-

Washington.
President Wilson nominated Otto F.
Heine, .Lahaina, Hawaii; Henry K.
Piemer, Waialua, Hawaii, and Hugh
A. Nolan, Everett, Wash., as postmasters.
An appropriation of $2,286,000 for a
r
census of agriculture in the
United States was stricken from the
legislative, executive and Judicial appropriation bill.
Pollution of the Great Lakes and
tributary rivers is becoming a serious
menace to health, according to the annual report of Surgeon General Rupert Blue of the public health service.
Influenced by the prospective heavy
demand for grain by the warring countries of Europe, American farmers this
fall have sown a record area to winter
wheat which the Department of Agriculture estimated at 41,263,000 acres.
France, in a note to the State Department through Ambassador Jusser-and- ,
gave assurances that she, would
not interfere in any manner with
American cotton shipments, either to
belligerent or neutral countries.
An amendment to the federal judicial code, allowing appeals to the Supreme Court in cases where state
courts have held state statues invalid
because of conflict with federal rights
or laws, was adopted by the House.
It already has passed the Senate.
To push an electric button giving a
signal for opening the San Diego, Cal.,
exposition on the beginning of the
New Year, President Wilson will be
awakened before 3 o'clock New Year
morning. He will push the button at
midnight, Pacific coast time, which is
3 a. m. in Washington.
After months of deliberation and repeated failure to get action, the foreign relations committee ordered the
Nicaraguan treaty reported to the
Senate for ratification. The United
States would pay $3,000,000 for a
Nicaraguan canal route and naval base
on the bay. of Fonseca.
persons in, the
There are forty-fou- r
United States with a net income of a
million dollars a year or more, according to a complete compilation of income tax returns in the annual report
of the commissioner of internal revenue. The report shows 357,598 individuals have paid taxes aggregating
five-yea-

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

Im-

proving, according to advices reaching

LATE LIVE NEWS

SAYINGS,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

d,

Bird-Male-

t,

$27,253,535.
Col. George W. Goethals, governor
of the Panama canal, sailed from Colon for New York. He is coming to
Washington to appear before congressional committees in charge of appropriations for canal work. It is estimated more than $19,000,000 will be
needed for the construction of dry
docks,
machine shops and coal

wharves, necessary to repair and supply the increasing volume of shipping
using the canal.
SPORT.

Frankle Callahan of Brooklyn and
Joe Mandot of New Orleans fought an
eight-roundraw at Memphis.
agrave,
Kid McCoy and Anton
both of San Francisco, fought a
draw at Reno, Nav.
The directors of the Pacific Coast
baseball league decided at San Francisco to take Salt Lake City into the
league in place of Sacramento.
Creigh Moore, left halfback of the
Colorado Aggies during the season
just closed, has been elected captain
of the Fort Collins eleven for the season of 1915.'
H. B. Lean of Chicago defeated
Harry Cooler of Indianapolis, 50 to 34,
d

four-roun- d

.

Interstate

in an

Three-Cushio- n

Bil-

liard League match at Chicago in
even
innings.
WASHINGTON.
With the abolishment of boxing in
California, New Mexico promoters will
By virtually a unanimous vote the now make an attempt to legalize the
Senate rejected the nomination of W. twenty-roungame, and which it is beN. Collins to be postmaster at Kansas liever will be an action that the fans
City, Mo.
of the state want.
forty-s-

d

Fatima Cigarettes

FOREIGN.

-- mild, delightful

Sir John Barker, the millionaire department store owner, died in London.
h-Blend.
He was 72 years old.
A dispatch from Constantinople ta
the Amsterdam Telegraff says that the
tribes in northern Albania have declared war on Servia.
It is officially announced in London
that Prince Hussein Kemal has been
appointed to succeed the Khedive of
Egypt, Abbas Hilmi. Prince Hussein
"Distinctively
Kemal will take the title of Quitan.
The new Sultan Is an uncle of Abbas

choicest of leaf

ways

Turkis-

The
al-

pure and

a

wholesome smoke
always satisfactory,
Individual"

Hilmi.
Gen. Louis Botha, premier of the
Union of South Africa, considers that

the rebellion, apart from the rounding
a few stray bands, is at an end.
Accordingly he has gone for a short
vacation on his farm before undertaking a campaign against German Southwest Africa.
Reuter's has received a dispatch
from its Athens correspondent saying
that a Greek naval officer attached to
the Greek legation at Constantinople
has been
and condemned to death on the charge of spying, particularly in connection with
the departure of steamers from. Constantinople.
Telegraphing from Athens, the correspondent of the London Exchange
Telegraph Company says the Turkish
government has yielded to the combined representations of the United
States, Italy and Greece, and removed
the interdiction on the departure
from Syria of the consular representatives and citizens of neutral countries.
A dispatch to Reuter's Telegram
Company from Constantinople by way
of Amsterdam gives the gist of the
speech from the throne by Sultan
Mehmed V at the opening of the Turkish Parliament. The Sultan announced
that he was forced to declare war
when the Russian fleet attacked the
Turkish fleet in? the Black sea arid
England and Fraice began actual hostilities by sending troops to the Turkish frontiers.
up of

court-martiale-

d

20
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to ha rna near ncntn TA
CHEAP EBBflSa RATEO
WRITE

LIBERAL LOANS MADE

US

COYNE BROTHERS

ST.. CHICAGO

118 W. SOUTH WATER

HOWARD E. BURTON AS8cahyemr.stnd
Specimen prices: Gold, Silver, Lead, $1 ;Gold,
Silver, 75c; Gold, 50c; Zinc orCopper,$l. Mailius
envelopes and full price list sent on application.
Lead vllle. ColO. Kef- - Carbonate Nat. Bank.

PflTEflTS

E. Coleman
Wateoa
Lawyer.Waaulngton,
Patent

D.O. Advice and books free.
Kates reasonable. Highest references, Beet serf ices.

The oldest Inhabitant never boasts
of how lazy he was when a boy.

GENERAL.

American schooner Madeline is a total wreck on Chan-- '
delier island, fifty-fiv- e
miles west of
Mobile, Ala., bar, where she was driven
ashore by a storm while on her way
from Havana to Gulf port'
An order for $800,000 worth of steel
shells, shrapnel cases and other munitions of war has been placed with a
Philadelphia manufacturing concern.
The funeral of Sereno Elisha Payne,
veteran Republican leader in the
House of Representatives, was held
with simple services in the First Baptist church at Auburn, N. Y.
Francis T. A. Junkin, for twenty
years general counsel for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fó railroad, resigned at Chicago in order, he explained, to devote more time to travel
and to special work.
Six trained lions escaped from their
cage on the stage of an East Eighty-sixtstreet vaudeville theater in New
York, and bounding into the audience,
consisting principally of women and
children, created á panic.
The body of Miss Frances Bomholt,
62 years of age, was found in a woodshed at the rear of her home in Detroit, Mich. Her head had been
crushed, and evidently death had occurred several hours before the body
was found.
Arrest of Benjamin Purnell, king of
"Shiloh" and leader of the House of
David colony, located on the outskirts
of Benton Harbor, Mich., was believed
Imminent following the discovery of
girl, former member of
a
the colony, who disappeared at the
first hint that federal investigators
were to probe the charges of gross
immorality against Purnell. Testimony of this girl, it is declared, will
be the strongest evidence against Purnell, 'seventh angel of the elect."
'
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three-maste- d
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ARE YOU THINKING OF
THE NEW C0UNTRY7
The State of Colorado wishes, 4f
you are in earnest to procure a home,
say of 320 acres, to help and promote you, barring speculators and
investors. THE GREAT DIVIDE,
published 43 Post Building, Denver,
Colorado, is anxious to tell you all
about it. Send stamp for sample
copy today. Also say what paper
you read this in. Adv.
If you can't look a man In the eye
when you talk to him, use a phone.
Mkh.

sft
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Don t Persecute
Your Bowels
Cut out cathartics and purgatives.
I ryy

Drutai, barsn, unnecessary.

CARTER'S LITTLE V
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable. Act
gently on the liver,
eliminate bile, and.
soothe the delicate '
membrane of the

They are

1

IPArnxn'er

f

y

lüwr-- ñ
II PILLS.

invert

I

bowel. Cure.
I
mí-Constipation,
Biliousness,
Sick Head
ache and Indigestion, as millions know.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

TYPHOID

no more necessary
than Smallpox. Army
is

experience has demonstrated
the almost miraculous effi

'

cacy, and harmlessness, of Antityphoid Vaccination.
Be vaccinated NOW by your physician, you and
your family. It is more vital than bouse insurance.
Ask your physician, drueglrt, or send for "Havej
you had Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccine,
results from use, and danger from Typhoid Carriers.
'
THE (UTTER LABORATORY, BERKELEY, CAL
raOOUCINS VACCINE É SCKUUt UNDH U. t. COY. UCIMM

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

52-19- 14.
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Church Directory
.You may not realize that Roy
the fact that the
SPANISH AMERICAN is booming but handling
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
almost
Post Office is
Registered August 27. 1913.
r
double the mail ever delivered Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
here before at Christmas time is at Christian Ohurcn.
Your
Editor arjd Publisher
doing
some proof that we are
presence is necessary.
anytown
not
a
things. There is
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,
Subicriptioo $1.50 Per Tear
Roy
and
as
live
is
as
where
that
matter at
Entered as second-clas- s
we are preparing to prove it.
CATHOLIC

Professionaf'Cards

THE

M. D. GIBBS

'

Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Ry.

the postoffice in Roy, N. M.

The Springer Stockman is out
last week with a statement that
the people this side of Red River
want a New County with Springer as a County Seat. The story
is founded on fact but is leaving
art
out the most important-t- o
of the fact.
The people ot this side of Red
River DO want a new County, if
it were not evident to anyone
who can see ahead that we' will
get á new County in the near future with a County hére in our
midst, where it rightfully ; belongs- we would prefer Springer
to any other town as a matter of
the greatest good to the greatest
number. We dont see that there
is any excuse for bringing the
Division natter up at
this term of the Legislature.
rw pffnrts in the line of a new
county in the past we freely ad
and deserv
mit, wflrp.
edly abortive but we are on the
us-p-

ill-advis-

ed

Mass once each month at the
According to an exchange, Catholic Church. Dates announcfarmers at Nolan and Levi com ed in advance.
bined and shipped a car of corn Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
to Springer last week.
Priest in charge,
Compare this with the tact
that there are fifty farmers on
BAPTIST
this Mesa who could market any
First Sunday in each month.
where from one to five cars of Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
corn and that they are market
Rev. R. A. Price; , Pastor.
ing it right here in Roy, and you
will see a difference.
Then, when you admit the fact
that the country across the riv
RevOWHearn,Elder
er had a Railroad twenty years
Services fourth Lord's Day of
before we had one here and that
each month at 11 A.M. and
there is little difference in the
8 P.M. Lord's Supper at
Morning Service.
soil and climate and you will be
a
gin to realize that it requires
high degree of intelligence'; and
Lodge Directory
thrift, and foresight and ambi
tion and some capital to devel
ope a country and that these
things we have here. There are Homestead Lodge, No. 46
other reasons why the West side
I. O. O. F.
has not made use of the natural Meet every Wedneday evening at
advantages
it had over us.
I. O. O. r. Hall, Koy, . m.
'
.

L

Col.
F. 0. WHITE

Vlsltinif members always welcome
Wm. Q. Johnson,
H. Goodman
Secretary.
Noble Grand.

...

AUCTIONEER
I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
. Terms Reasonable

Satisfaction
G'r'n't'd

O. H, Kerns,

Nutter,

r. N.

Nutter-Kern- s

Realty, Co,
Business entrusted to
our care will receive
prompt and careful at-

tention.
Nutter-Kern- s

Real Estate Co,
N. M.
Roy,

.

,'

L

'.I

24,

'

F. H. FOSTER

h

Usiited States
Commissioner

1

-

present conditions another two
that the deliberate taking of
yars if necessary rather than as- - him
human life is murder and that

burden or anotner the "Brand of Cain" is upon the
countyvs!;, Bonded Indebtedness
state that permits hanging, and
when we1 finally do come to pur deliberate execution of criminal
own. Mora County will'furnish is a crime as worthy of punish
us a sufficiency of "Dead Horses" ment as any crime he could have
to pay for without taking on any committed.
The governor of
more and burdening ourselves Arizona and the 'Sheriff who will
with a sinking fund that will im- resicrn rather than execute the
poverish this generation.
men now under sentence of death
we
to
be
are
concede'if
we
But
are worthy exemplars 01 our
saddled with a new County this boasted Christian Civilization.
winter Springer is the only logical place for a county Seat. But r
The "Tucumcari Land Office
be it understood WE DON'T
claims to have more business
WANT IT NOW.
than any other Land Office in the
state except Santa Fe.
The express and Freight busi
This following the announce
ness of Roy for the past month ment that the Clayton Land
indicates that people here are go Office has transacted more busi
ing to have as well as make their nftss the past year.thán any other
Wra of Christmas rheeiv The in the U. S. with one exception
records of the office show more leads us to believe that some
freight and express than was people don't want to know what
ever before handled here in a is going on beyond their own lit
simular period. The records of tle "Sky-line"- .
freight handled here will make
interesting reading for the Spec
Holiday Goods are now arriving
ial Issue which we have postponat Goodmans big store. Come
ed till the first of the year in or- early and have your choice of
der to gét some data that is not Christmas presents reserved for
available until this year's books

'sume

NEW MEXICO

MILLS

Christian

The official Proclamation of
eve of conditions that have come
to all the.states in turn, when we Election was published last week
will ha.yé'gTCown to proportións We suppose you all saw it? The
.
,
'
n no ..AAlinf n date is to be Monday, Jan. llthi
.wuuij
Harmanv Rebekah
inai caacuuituaiiu a Mnnr
of ou r own and as we deserve,
D. of
Until that time arrives we are Governor Hunt, of Arizona Lodge No.
MAt.! in I. O. 0;:FV Hall, Koy, Wv: m.
not ffojhff to sell our birthright AAm mnnrlo ril
rv fori orlmll
of each
i
onMTV Fridav evening
UllUUilUVU
WUJUJCIUUO VUI nnli
V.jhBn nlnfAirO TlfAl.
.a
tn nnv other 'town.- We have
wwaja
ation by the stand he has taken month, VlSllinjS memueis
''
COmC
' ;"
.'
suffered, enough persecution alin regard to Capital Punishment
N. I.
v.
Collins,
Grace
Miss.
ready and we will bear with our in his state. We ; believe with
Secy.
1

Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Miss.

are closed.

A.dv.

"iuth

Office

Modern Woodmen Roy,
of America

CampNo.14361

A. S. HANSON
Notary, Public
Legal documents 'and papers
acknowledged.
NEW MEXICO
ROY,

M. H. KOCH
Licensed Embalmér

Funeral Director
;

PHONE 116

:

MMi

PROOFS

ETC.

Blanche Kitchell,

the

you.

FILINGS- - CONTESTS

Spanish-Americ-

:

a'

New Mcjt.

J. B. LusK,

Attorney
at Law,
..

.Prompt and Careful Attention
Given, all Business Entrusted
'

Rcy,

to me.

New. Mexico,

J. FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public

TUCUMCAR1. N. M.

BO YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters

a

mm

'turn

W. H. WILLCOXi

a

444

DMIQN8

4
AnavniOHTI &
Anvona tending a sketoh and description mt

,p!aí notiet. without charge.

In the

SCttttlillC JluUnCail.
four month, II. ma W m ywm-- ut
lUfSIl & Coa?6,Bro'dwajr- - Hew York
s

United States
Land Commissioner
ROY, N. M.

Filings, Contests and Proofs,
Careful and competent services rn
dered in all land matters.
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SOIL FROM BLOWING

COLORADO GOAL OUTPUT
DECREASE OF 1,183,577 TONS
SHOWN FOR PAST YEAR.

í
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MARKET

18

QUOTATION S

Total of 8,085,362 tons .Taken Out In
1914, According to Report 07
Inspector Dalrymple.

it

LATE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

',

DENVER MARKETS...

'
Cattle.
steers,
Beef
fed, good to
com
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
choice
7.257.75
Denver. There was a decrease of Beef steers, corn fed, fair to
1,183,577 in the number of tons of coal
good
6.757.25
mined in Colorado during the year Beef steers, grassers, good to
1914 from that of 1913, according to
.....
choice
....7.007.65
the preliminary draft of the annual re- Beef steers, grassers, fair to
good
6.507.00
port of State Coal Mine Inspector
prime, corn fed. .. .6.5007.00
Heifers,
James Dalrymple, but the decrease is
'
and heifers, corn fed,
less than the decrease of 1913 from Cows
good to choice
.6.25 6.75
the production oM912. The strike, the Cows and Ireifers, corn fed,
European and Mexican wars, the closfair to good.;.
5.756.25
ing down of the large steel mills in Cows and heifers, grassers,
good to choice
Pueblo and the general business de...... 5.756.50
pression are given as the causes for Cows and heifers, grassers,
...5.005.75
fair to good....,-...,,..- .
the decrease; The normal output in
Cows
and heifers, grassers,
Colorado is 10,500,000 tons per year.
.3.75 4.75
common to fair.
A total of 8,085,332 tons were mined
Teeding cows . ...... ...... ,4.255.25
in the state during 1914 as against Veal calves
7.009.00
9,268,939 in 1913. This showing, con3ulls
.:.4.505.5O
sidering the conditions, is declared to Hags
..,..5.006.5O
be good. The average number of men Feeders and stockers, good
to choice
employed in and about the mines was
..6.657.40
10,860, and the total average days Feeders and stockers, fair
to good
..... 6.00 6.65
worked 169
comstockers,
Feeders
and
county,
despite
the fact that
Routt
5.006.0O
mon
to
fair...
It is a comparatively new field, showed
a remarkable increase during the year.
Hogs. It made the best county advance, an Good hogs
7.007.4O
increase over last year of 322,866 tons.
bituminous coal of excelSheep..
lent quality is produced in this dis- Lambs . . . ....... ..... .... . .7.258.25
4.254.75
trict. Most of it is sent out of the Ewes ......
5.75 6.50
state. The increase amounted this Yearlings
.5.256.0O
Wethers
toyear's
year to nearly 50 over last
6.507.50'
Feeder lambs, F.P.R.
tal production. Dalrymple reports that Feeder
ewes, F.P,R.
. .3.504.25
exmost
is
mines
the condition of the
4.25 5.00
Breeding ewes
cellent at this time and has iyaver been
better. Many improvements have been
Hay and Grain.
made In the mines by the companies,
(F.O.B. Denver; Carload Price.)
which have shown a decided tendency
Hay.
toward progress in this respect, it Is Colo, upland, per ton. i . . . .10.0011.50
9.0010.00
said.
Nebraska upland
Ada R. Tibbits, chief clerk, com Second bottom, Colo, and
9.50
8.Ó0
Nebraska
puted the following tables by estimat
15.00
"...14.00
Timothy.
on
for
December
production
ing the
8.00
7.00
that of November. The records from Alfalfa
11.50 12.50
choice
Park,
South
January to November inclusive are al
9.0010.00
San Luis Valley
ready In the hands of the inspector
11.50
Gunnison Valley
Below is given the production, in Straw
3.5
3.25
tons; of coal from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31,
1914, by counties:
Gralri.
;
De- In- Pro- milling, 100 lbs. . . .1.57
choice
Wheat,
ductlon. crease, crease. Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs.
Countles
1.35
1,098
2.682
Archuleta . .
1.55
Idaho,
962,076
sacked
Oats,
3.066
.
...
Boulder
2,841
83.627
Delta
...1.55
sacked
Nebraska,
Oats,
CO GOfi
El Paso . .. 270,936
1.2&
Corn chop, sack
363,117
Fremont . .. 168.716
1.24
51.418
Corn, in sack . . ;
Garfield . .. 116,609
81.255 Bran, Colo., per 1C0 .lbs
1.10
Gunnison . . 394,770
38,269
Huerfano . .1.682.481
20,075
Jackson .. 42,830
20,299
Flour.
Jefferson . . 135,052
1,021,086 Standard Colo., net
.2.65
Las Animas 2,761,254
5,522
.....
La Plata ... 134,931
30,008
157,042
Mesa
Dressed Poultry.
460
610
...
Montezuma ,
12,478
10
Commission.)
Pitkin . .... 65,694 322,221
(Less
.....
Routt . .... 654,787
20
Turkeys, fancy dry picked. .19
31,866
45,265
Weld
17
16
Turkeys, old toms
16
.15
Jury Acquits Slayer of
Turkeys, choice
13
New City, N. Y. William V. Cleary, Hens, large ...............12
8
9
.
.
Demosmall
Hens,
and
Haverstraw
of
town clerk
20
Broilers
county,
was
....18
Rockland
in
leader
cratic
14
13
.........
acquitted by a jury in Supreme Court Springs
14
,.13
Ducks
here of the charge of murder in the Geese
14
.13
..'
first degree, on which he was tried Roosters
8
7
for the killing of Eugene M. Newman,
Announcement of the
his
Live Poultry.
verdict, was the signal for a demon(Less' 10 Commission.)
,.:11
stration by Cleary's friends who had Hens, fancy
li
8 0 9
remained in the court room while the Hens, small
18
Broilers
.....17
Jury was deliberating.
12
Springs
.......11
7
6
Roosters
Mexicans Stop Fire on Border.
16
.
.
.15
over.
10
lb.
Turkeys,
or
Washington. Consular Agent
.,.w..i;v.;n 12
telegraphed the, State Depart- Ducks ......
12
.11
Geese
Mayto-renment Sunday that Governor
commanding tile Villa forces beEggs.
sieging General Hill's garrison at Na- Eggs, graded No. 1 net, P.
co, Sonora, was preparing to withdraw
31
O. B. Denver
his troops to a point ten or twelve Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
18'
O. B. Denver
miles from the border to eliminate the
possibility of firing into American ter- Eggs, case count, less com- 7.758.85
mission . .
ritory.
.
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Border of Lombardy Poplars That Serve as a Windbreak.

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Careful Investigation has shown that
the Boil is always changing.. Water
and wind are always at work, moving
Its particles from place to place, carrying them ultimately into the sea.
For the most part this is a beneficial
process. Were each particle of soil
to remain forever in one place, the
fertility of the land would be rapidly
exhausted. As it is, new, unweathered
and unexhausted fragments of the un-

derlying rocks are continually adding
to the fertility of the soil zon by taking the'place of the wornout particles
which nature removes.
Under certain circumstances, however, it. frequently happens that this
process takes place too rapidly, that
the particles of topsoil are removed
before the underlying rock fragments
have been sufficiently prepared to take
their places. This is the case especially in the arid and semiarid regions
and In sections where the soil is particularly sandy in character. Under
such conditions "soil. blowing". may,.. be
the cause of serious damage. ' In the
first place the soil itself may be so
blown away that subsoil insufficiently
weathered and filled with humus to
be ready for crops, comes to the surface; and secondly, the crops themselves may be lost through the blowing out of the seed or the uprooting,
burial or cutting oft of the young
plants.
Few General Expedients.
The best remedy, according to the
United States department of agriculture,' for the farmer who finds himself
confronted with difficulties of this sort
is to adopt a system of crops which
will cover his land with vegetation at
seasons when strong, dry winds are
most prevalent. The exact system
which the individual farmer should
follow depends, of course, upon the
climate, the available markets, and
other local factors. There are, however, a few general expedients which
it would be well for him to bear in
mind. For example, if fall plowing is
not necessary, the stubble of the last
crop should be left on the soil as late
as possible in the spring, or oats or
barley may be sown in- the late summer or early fall. The plants will be
killed by the frost and will form a
protective mat on the soil-- - surface.
Another expedient is to protect a
crop from wind damage by a
nurse crop which, plantedat the same
time, will grow more rapidly and
shield the former until it is sufficiently
far advanced to take care of itself. A
thin seeding of rye and barley used in
connection with alfalfa is a common
Instance of this method. On dry lands,
however, where the scarcity of water
must be considered, this plan is open
to the objection . that the nurse crop
deprives the soil of a certain amount
moisture. Many farmof
ers, therefore, prefer to introduce alcrops
falfa and similar
by drilling in the seed in high-cu- t
stub
slow-growin-

'

much-neede- d

slow-startin-

g

g

ble of,' thinly sown millet or thickly
seeded kafir corn.
Summer Fallow Facilities.
The use of the summer fallow greatly facilitates excessive soil blowing in
sections where dangerous winds are
prevalent in the summer time, because
the land is left fully exposed. This
danger may be avoided to a considerable extent by seeding rows of
crops at Intervals
across the fallow fields at right angles
to the direction of the prevailing
winds. Where the wind danger is especially great it might even be desirable to abandon the summer fallow
altogether, substituting for it a leguminous crop which may be plowed
under in the fall. This practice has
the great advantage of adding humus
to the soil, thereby not only increasing its' fertility but also its resistance
to wind action. The presence of humus Is Indeed one of the best' protections against blowing, the presence of
organic bodies in the soil increasing
power and therefore
Its
aiding la .keeping the surface moist
The sandy trucking soils of the East
may nearly always be made naturally
resistant to wind action by the addition of humus through the systematic
planting of leguminous crops.
Another Protection Method.
Another method of protecting fields
is to plant rows of trees or bushes or
to build fences as windbreaks. This
is effective but apt to be expensive
not only because of the actual cost
outlay involved but because of the
amount of land which is left unpro
ductive. For this reason the use of
such artificial windbreaks can hardly
be recommended for extensive agriculture, and is usually restricted to
the cultivation of fruits, garden
etc. Where windbreaks are
erected, care should be taken to see
that they are composed of trees or
bushes which do not harbor insect
pests and whose roots will not spread
out Into the adjoining fields.
coarse-growin-

g

1

water-holdin- g

vege-táble- s,

-

.

Supply of Protein.
Clover belongs to the same family
as alfalfa, and can also be used to excellent advantage in connection with
corn. Both hay plants supply the nutrient which is lacking in corn, namely, protein, to give a
ration, though alfalfa is somewhat
n
richer than clover in this.
well-balance- d

......

Non-cokin- g,

,

,

......
........
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Son-ln-La-

.

'

son-in-la-

'.

,

Ca-rothe- rs

Plant Trees.
Plant trees. Nothing adds more to
the appearance of a country home or,
in fact, makes it look more like hpmó
than a house set In the midst of a
beautiful lawn dotted with trees,
shrubs and flowersv

''

',
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111
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Success With Poultry.
pouítryman has not
successful
The
stepped into that all at once. He has
Brigadier General Morton Dead.
arrived at that by the slow and arWashington. Brig. "Gen. Charlea
duous road of experience. He cannot Morton, U. S. A., retired, died at a hosstay there except by traveling the pital here
after a brief illness with
same road.
pneumonia.
.

f

Butter.
Elgin, unchanged
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. . .33
Creameries, ex. East, lb. ..33
Óreameries, 2d grade, lb.
Process . . ............... .
Packing stock

32.

34
34
28
28
21 Vé
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Notice For

Come to the
.1"

V

Dc

Wi-SE-

.

Groceries, Hardware and Harness
Also Harness and Shoes Repaired

Mr

John O. Gallegos, Prop.

First Class Meals, j Good Rooms,
Competent Service.

Block

Great-Wester- n

Roy, N. M.

Tucumcari Hospital
rlodern Equipment,

Claimant names as' witnesses,
Pedro Narbaez
Leopoldo Andraaa
Dionicio Lucero
Nieves Madrid

We Pay Highest Market Price

Largest

all of Solano N. M.
12-2-

Paz Valverde,

1--

6

eát-Mark- et

Cultivate CorUv.-.uier.Love th. little trade thou hast
learned, and be content therewith.
;
Márcus Auiellua.
.

M
.

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

TUCUMCARI,

:

:

N. M

THE ROY

L

F, H. WALTIIER
Automobile Expert
WITH THE

GARAGE

ROY

New Mexico

Roy,

Special tools for all Auto Work

Telephone 123

a

Charles Weatherilf, Prop.
New Bath Room and up-tdate Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.

Mechanician and

Woodward&Kidd
r

BARBER SHOP
o

Fresh and Cured Meats,
Fresh Bread, every day

HOGS FOR SALF:
40 to 50
head, some fat and ready to butch
er, some good brood sows, shoats
and pigs.
Mostly well bred
Duroc-Jersey-

s.

J.

Large Experience with all makes
Calls

Notice for Publication

PERSONAL and!
LOCAL
r3

Carload Brilliant
Lump Coa'. $5.00
,a ton.

G.M.Co.

are
the regular
stockholders of the Roy Trust &
Savings Bank will be held at its

'anking office in Roy, on Monday
January 4th, .1915, from 10

12-2-

6

Justice-of-the-Pea-

o'clock A. M. until 4 P. M. The
I am a candidate for
.ürpose of this meeting will be
to the office of J ustice of the
to electa Board pf Directors for Peace for Precinct No. 22. Mora
arid for the County, at the regular election
i he ensuing year,
lyi ansaction of such other busito be held the first Monday in
ness as may properly conoe before January. It will be m ambi'- he meeting.
tion to render, impartial Justice
C. L. Justice, Cashier. in the future as I have endeavored to do in the past and I ask
your support if you believe I am'
A car load of fine potatoes
this week at the Goodman the right man for the office,
F. II. Foster.
Mercantile Co. Store is proving
ry popular" at the bargain
CONCRETE mv)Rtf. Po 1 Ad
lri,ces they sell for. They are having concrete work to do should
are fine ones. See them and see Rocq Reeder. for estimate
a sack.
He is an expert in the use of Con

D

U,

C. S. Gibson,
Carpenter

i.

re-chiv-

A

1

.

Estimates Furnished Free,

r asonable.
F. 0. White,

Solano,

New Mex.

The Roy
Restaurant

All Work Guaranteed,
as to Workmanship.

Emilia Romero Proprietors

Country work Solicited.

Good Meals. 25 cts

Roy, N. M,

treat you right
Across from the Bank, Roy,N.M.
We feed you well and

'

O
.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

'

Adv.
a

See our new line of Lamías
Cloaks for Fall and winter.
Goodman Merc. Co.

o
o
o
DaLvenport Bro's Prop's. o
o
o
M.
o
o
o
Automobile Liyery

R

O

itepáir work by experts, n
q

Teom Livery in connection. Good rigs
O and teams.
O
Ó Livery Barn Building. Near the Depot.
O

,

G&F&ge

o

O Autos housed and cared for

t

right and

S. Comrolssioner,

(EL

Contractor,

"

hay baler and am prepared

.S. Durrin,

Attorney at Law,

Re-Electi-

II VY BALER: -- I have purchas-.l-

Towns

oooooooooooooooooooooopoo

ce

.

Adv. crete.

Other

Register:

1--

For

fiom

M. Georee,
Roy, N M.

Promptly Responded to.

Department of the Interior,
,U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Dec; 16 , 1914.
Notice is hereby given that. Alberto
Maestaa ofMills.N.M. whoon
made HE Serial No. 010311. for
SEi Sac. 9,Twp. 21 N. Rng. 25
N M P. Meridian, has filed no
tice or Intention to make Fiv Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before W.H. Will
cox u. b. Commissioner, at Roy, N,
M. on the 3rd day of Feb., 1914,
Claimant names as witnesses.
Ignacio Maestas Jose Dolores Medina
Jose Maria Maestaa Juan L. Maestas
hereby notified , that
All of Mills NM
annual meeting of the
Paz Val verde,

do custom baling,

Coil in N.

y

Graduate Nurses.

Register,

and Bakery

You

X-Ra-

.

For Produce

t,v--

Commercial
Hotel.
i

19, 1914,

Notice is hereby given that Refugio N.
Churh (Formerly Mestas)
of Solano N M. who on May 6th,
1908 made HE. Serial No. 07006 for
i;
NEJ-Sand SEJ-Nof Sec. 26 Twp 18 N Rg 26 E N.M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Inter
tion to inakeVFive Year F roof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Recei
ver,,U. S .Land Office, Clayton, N.M
on the 28th day of Jan 1915.

FOR YOUR

M

Re-Publicati-

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N.M.

AJRMEIR'S
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German lines. Bad as usual, it killed
the cow."
"When both sides dig In there is
continuous rifle sniping on the German side usually very bad. An officer
r ours with a eense of humor put up
a target for them to practice on and
gave them a marker with a flag to
signal the aisses. The target was
pretty large, with a sketch of the kaiser's head and shoulders for a bull's-eyOnly one shot was fired at It,
and that bullet hit the kaiser right
under the chin. We appreciated the
joke."
Death of the Gallant Lancer.
And here in one about a gallant
Irishman with some pathos In it:
"One afternoon when I was riding
from the transport to the battalion I
met a lancer going the same road. We
were chums at Aldershot a couple of
years ago.
met his wife when he
brought her to the married quarters,
a bonnie bride. He was a squat little
Irishman with a pair of lively eyes
that spoke the language of all tongues.
He had fought at Mens and been right
through the campaign, and as we rode
together through the town wi talked
over past anJ present. As we passed
a butcher's shop a pretty girl came to
the door and gave him 'Bonjour,' with
a charming cmile. Against regulations
ho doffed his cap and made her a
sweeping how. Their eyes met it was
a mere passing salute, but one could
see he had passed that way before. He
turned to me with a light laugh. 'We
are all single at the seaside.'
"Two days afterward I made the
same Journey on foot Just at that
same shop door I met a stretcher
my lancer frfcend was lying on it
shrapnel
the chest. As I
spoke to the stretcher bearers the girl
came to the door. Her grief was passionate. I doubt if the wounded man
was conscious of her tears. Later in
the day I called at the field hospital.
He was dead. A woman In Ireland is
teaching his little one to pray for his
soul. A girl in France Is putting flow
ers on his grave."
--

to

Give Air of Verisimilitude to Tales of Foe's Regiments
Annihilated, Trainloads of Captives Are Sent Through Same

In Order

Town Many Times Belgian Trooper Becomes Peeved
at Twelfth Trip Through
London, It is a relief to extract a ing? I peered into the darkness, and
little humor out of this tragic war. within a fer feet of my head was a

French and English alike are wonder- fat pig. He was more frightened than
ing, and laughing not a little, at the I, and decamped.
We followed, and
tremendous
number of prisoners in five minutes Mr. Cochon was tied to
which the Germans, according to their the wheel of an ammunition cart He
own reports, are capturing, both east grunted all night long.
and west If they had taken as many
"Next morning, men from the neighprisoners as they say they have they boring battery heard of our interest'ould have no enemy to fight. But the ing capture and claimed
it as theirs.
explanation is simple enough. Take What cheek!
We squabbled, and
but one instance.
everybody asserted his right to the
A Swiss who was at
prisoner. Suddenly shrapnel began to
at the beginning of this month, and fall In the midst of the debate. Did
who is now at Easle, writes:
Prussian shells stop the row over that
"The German government is very pig? No, sir! For ten more minutes
ingenious In its efforts to keep up the the two batteries argued,
while bullets
spirits of the population. It reports flew and the pig squealed.
the annihilation of regiment after
"The chef of a portable kitchen has
regiment daily, and in order to foster
his little Joke. 'How polite the Boches
the delusion it has to produce formid- are,'
he said. 'They even send us
able convoys of French, British and
their
marmites (black Marias) - In
Belgian prisoners.
is
which to cook our puddings.' Then
the spectacular spot chosen. It is the
busiest railway station in the German
empire just now. The German general
staff sends long train loads of prisoners through this junction going east
every day. You can imagine how im- pressive it is. You can also imagine
how industriously the newspaper correspondents record the incident in
their dispatches to Berlin, not forgetting the downcast demeanor of the
captives and the cheers of the German
populace.
"The crowds

are unaware that these
trains are switched onto a loop line at
night, and return in triumph the next
day.

The other morning a Dutchman
was watching one of them go slowly
by. He saw a Belgian soldier excitedly gesticulating at an open carriage
window. He. was shouting; .'This is
the twelfth time we have tome
through this station."'.
Fight for Pig Under Fire.
"Very little scares us nowadays,"
writes an artilleryman
from the
Woevre. "The Germans are in the
woods and aieas reluctant as carrion
crows to leave. Last night we heard
heavy footsteps, an odd noise like
'jatapoum, pa..apoum.' Was it a batch
of German deserters coming to us, or
outposts returning with some warn- FOR RELIEF OF BELGIANS

I

'
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I

f

m

-
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along came the captain. 'In the name
if heaven!' he exclaimed, 'get back to
your 75s. Cut the pig in two!' A military Solomon had solved the difficulty
and both battalions had pork for supper,

that nigLt."

Germans Without Humor.
Describing the conditions surrounding the British army, a lieutenant in
the Royal Array Medical corps, writing home, saya:
"In front of us are the German
trenches, onl. a hundred yards away
A bobbing head, a shaking fist, an occasional spade wave, bespeak the
presence of our foe. Yesterday one of
our merry men fixed up a target On
white paper he drew a bull's-eywith
a charred stick, tied it on a cardboard
box, placed it in front of the trench and
with flag behind recorded the misses
of our friend Fritz. : I feel sure that 'f
in those trenches we had a more humorous foe instead of the phlegmatic
Teuton we might pass away many f
the weary hours of watching In friendly joke. But we are up against a wary
foe. There is no leisure, for barbed
wire, artfully contrived hoops and
loopholes forever claim the attention
of our brave men.
"There are times, though, even under fire, when the humor of our soldiers bursts forth, , On one occasion,
after a German shell had fired some
wood, our men, seeing the fire, seized
the opportunity to cook their food.
Yesterday I heard an amusing story
under trying circumstances told concerning a man in the regiment lyin
in the thin red line next to us. Shrapnel had burst, killing two men 'on his
left and badly shattering another,. He
was trying to light a pipe, and having
some difficulty he 6aid to his mate,
'Sure 'tis Belgian tobacco, and these
French matches will be the death of

e.
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THE HEAVY COURSE

or Prepare.
The hors d'oeuvre is not much used
by private families, in America, but
a dish of any of the things used will
admirably set off a modest meal. For
oysters or clams, cooked or raw, two
:
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German Shot Spoils Milking.
s
One of the
in the ad"I sometimes help the officers to vanced trenches on the eastern iron-tiecensor the men's letters home One
man says, 'We shall have shells for
I shall be In I
breakfast not
They Got no Milk.
.
Berlin in a fortnight, and I'll send you
Paris. A cow strayed between
some sausages.' I overheard on the French and German trenches, which

march one 'Pat' say to another, 'I
never believe anything I hear, and
only half of what I say.' "
Here are two humorous touchy
i
"
from
the letter of a Dublin fusileer:
i
"At one point of the line German
and French troops were not more than
one hundred ;ards apart They could
hear each other talk, and sometimes
New York society girls serving be- talked to each other. One day a cow
hind the counter in "Little Belgium," strayed between the lines. Both sides
the novelty shop established inxNew
milk. They, agreed whoever
York for the purposed raising money hit a horn first would be let milk the
of Restitute Belgians.
for the
jw. The first shot came from the

th z:

Six cupfuls of
currants, washed, dried and picked.
Three cupfuls sultana raisins, three
cupfuls of citron cut in fine strips, one-- .
half cupful candied lemon peel, two
cupfuls of almonds blanched and cut
In shreds. In a warm bowl mix four
cupfuls of butter and four cupfuls of
sugar, granulated or confectioner's,
beat these together until very light.
Break ten eggs into another bowl, do
not beat them.
Cover a waiter with a big sheet of
paper; sift four pints of flour over
this, add the fruit and the following
spices: two teaspoonfuls each of
mace and cinnamon, one
each of cloves and allspice.
Mix these together and stand aside
ready for use. Have ready in a little
pitcher one-hapint best brandy. Se-- :
lect a deep cake tin and grease with
butter, line it inside with white paper
and on the outside and hottoin with
four or five thicknesses of very thick
wrapping paper which ' you mutt tie
on. Have your oven hot and the fire
banked so it will not burn out quickly. Now beat the butter and sugar
once more, add the eggs two at a time,
beating the mixture after each addi-- .
tion. When the eggs are all used, turn
In the flour and fruit with brandy, mix
thoroughly, pour into the prepared
cake tin, cover with several thicknesses of brown paper, and bake eight
hours, keeping the oven steady and
clear.
Remove from the oven and allow
it to Btand on tin sheet until quite
cold. Ice with a thin coat of white
icing top and sides and stand In a cool
oven to dry, hen give it a second coat
of thick icing and ornament according
to fancy. An icing made of white
egg, a few drops of cold water and
confectioner's sugar is . the t best for
the thick icing., ,

Some Delicious Appetizers That Are
Not at All Hard to Acquire

r.

Li

Fruit for this should be prepared
in advance as follows:

BEFORE

bomb-proof-

A.

CAKE

OLD-FASHION-

Recipe That Has Not Been Improved
on Since Our Grandmothers
Used to Make It

e

me.'

r

FOR

hours before serving chop two or
three shallots very fine and put them
in a saucedlsh with salt, pepper, vinegar and oil. Pass this around with
the shellfish, supplying small plates
for holding the sauce. Another excellent hors d'oeuvre can be made of
one green pepper, several slices of
Bermuda onion,, and one firm, fresh
tomato. Peel the tomato and denude
the pepper of seeds. Then cu the
last In fine shreds, putting these on
top of a slice of onion laid In turn on
a slice of tomato. But do this individual arrangement after the vegetables have marinated in a dressing
of olive oil, lemon juice or vinegar
Anchovies,
and salt and pepper.
preserved in oil, are famous appetiz
ers,, and they are served as they
come or a little dish with
eggs chopped fine, capers and
minced parsley.
hard-boile-

d'

The Turkey Toothsome.
If the turkey is roasted with a lard-- ,
ing of thin fat pork over his plump,
were only, 100 yards apart, and both bosom his flavor will be improved ten
'
sides agreed that whoever hit a horn fold.
first would be privileged to milk Bossy
Three very thin slices of pork are
witháut molestation. The first shot enough, and, of course, the good work
came from the German liuea and of basting must be continued to the
killed the cow.
last moment to carry the hint of the
pork through all the bird.
Cut Out Football.
London. Because football playing
New Silver Polish.
In England Interferes with recruiting
lump starch, powdered,
Common
and distracts attention from the war,
very
good silver polish. Rub
a
makes
London newspaper proprietors have
cloth, leaving It unon
wet
a
with
it
agreed to print nothing but the repolish
dry,
with a chamois.
then
til
sults of matches.
,
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Notice For Publication
Public Land

Sale-Isola-

Department of the interior,
í
j , í t
i r i t'
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.,
Dejmnber, 7914.
hereby
is
Notice
given that as
directed by the Commissioner of the
Genera Land Office, under provisions
of Act of Congress appfovejl Juñe 27
34 Stats. 517 , pursuant to the
lí'Ofi
application of Herman Goodman, of
Roy, N. M. Serial No. 018354,' we will
offer at public sale, to the' highest bidder, but 'aVnot "léss than $1.50 per acre
At ten o'clock A. M. on the 10th; day;
of M avert 1915,'; at this office,, the
following tract pf land.
,,
;; ,

'

.

.

NJ-SE-

Sec, 20,

1

.

v

(

'i, )'

:

...'.

.

,

...

;

12-1-

J,,tí

an'fof'MÍllsi4;M.;,í'!'
Paz Valverde,

.

N Rng 26 E

Twp.-1-

N. M. IV Meridian,

NM.

Dec. 4, 1914.
Notice 'is herebyígHvenitha"t John' B.
Russel of Mills NM who oNug 21, 11'
no 13702 tqr NEJ
madefHFSerial
v"
'
Twp2ÍN Rn? 26K
See. 3
N. M; P. Meridian, has filed notice of
itttentiqh .to'nake final three é'ar. Rrop
tó estabÜBhclañn tof Hne íánü iove
described, before F. H. Foster. U. S.
gomiúissioner.at Roy, viN.M i' ixif-- '
on. the 18 day qfan.1915.,.
vclaimant names as witnesses:
t
Ú. C. Jordan
W. A. t)e Force ' "'
'
"J
'Thilip Higgins'
John Wilkitis'

;

'

';

')

':

'

1

vr?

Lcz?

i

l;

.

.Í

ed

...

l

.

Paz Val verde.

,

,

.v

..,

"

.

N.-M-

-

'

to-w-

"

É;

.

SW1-SL1;-

"

'.L

;

;

..

.

;

;

-

1

12-2-

11-2-

.

"

:

raz valverae,

Register.

Í--

12-- 5

in the

Tobe published

-

EJ-SF-

j

r
Va3

.

!

12-1- 9

rr

,1 Clayton, 01&J26
j
('of 4hei Interior.Department
Publication
Notice For
"
.v
,;
U. S.l Land Of ficeftt, Clayton, N,;M.
Department of the Interior,
November, 27, 1614.
U, S. Land office atX'ayton, N. M
i. NOTICE JF0R PUBLICATION
.: .VVUu,"Wov!. 23 1914."
Notice is hereby given that the State
Notice is hereby jiiven that Simon of New Mexico h,s applied, to select,
v whó, I oh úhó?er the' provisions- of the ActVof
;
Renfef, ) lot. . Roy,
Feb. 10,.ltU, made HE Serial No. June 20, 1910 and June 21, 1898, and
Sec. 28 and the,acjts suppliipentary, ancamendali
012808
,'for.S 4
Nj;NEísNEÍ.íN'fsi fíea & TwjíN; fy thereto, tht; fóllOyvingtpublté.taadg
'
it
Raneé 20 E". N? M. Y. "Meridian has
filed Notice of intention to make final
Serial. 018)26,, List ,3
three year proof; to establish claim to
NWj-S.'
SEi SE
"
the land above described before F.H.
SEJ SWJ;
Foster,, U. ..S. Commissioner,, at,
.liis office "at 'Roy, NV M. orí" tlie 12 day Twp.á) :Nv'iR2í EJ NMPMí'T t'íri'
;
f:
of Jan. 1915.
Th purpose df this nuttc isíto: alt'.v ,i
lóW ají, persons claiming the landt ad-- ,,
i1
,U ',
Claimant names as witnesses.:
,
v'ersely or desiring to sbow it to be
'
WE. Jones . U R Woodward
.mineral in character, an "opportunity
Mc6la'ñléry
D,
Miller
George
11 T
to ,fie óbjé'ctiórt'to such1 selection' With'"
;
!t An of Roy. n; m:' '
;
the, local oHicerá for thé Land District
.:,,,,
"v
;
situated.;.to-wit:-r
in which the landip
raz vaiverqe,
'.:
(.
,.
6
8
- ' at theland office aforesaid and to es.-,".iV
táblish their interest therein, or the
mineral character the'reof.
4

Any persons claiming adversely the
Effie iiiimiii'y, ;'iiea ylu and' daddy'
land are advised to fUe was engaged did - you' engage! L'im or'
you.?- trJJcr.'in,Punc.h,
their claims, or objections, on or be did he
sale,
for
designaten
time
fore the
above-describ-

1--

published at Roy, N.'M."

,

Register.

2

,'

Spanish-American-

'i"

,

1- -9

2

--

1

Departniéñtr6f tíie IntetlorJ
"vtTfS. land Ofllcewat Clay tdhr

Tract

ted

L

4'

Noticei Fúr , Publication j .

, .

v.

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION

Clayton,,,,, 018624.;., 018625

0C2J,-- ij,.,,
5

,

Department of the Jnterioi 0
jr r,
;,U,.SvLand pfice at Clayton,, N.M..

Depatment of the interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton,' N. M.

vi

.

5:

,

:

Nov.23, 1914.
'
Notice is kereby 'given that TeoiiliV
who on
Romero ' of - ,Roy, N,M,
for
made.HE Serial
NjWi-NRSec.,8;
Í
,
SWi-SSec.9
Rng.
18
25E
N
Sec' 17 Twp.
NMPM, has filed notice of intention
to make Final three year proof to establish claim to the land above "described, before Fi H.. Foster, U. S Com.,,
missioner at Roy N.,M, , .
4
on the 12th .day of í an. 1915. ., ..

Notice is hereby given that the
State of New Mexico has" applied to
select under the provisions o the Act ' '
of Juney 20 v, 110, aid the "aeí í óf 7 ::.Á
21- 1898
and ithe Í Acta :., v sup-- .

A

No.-013246-

Si-SE-

W

6.--

J

iteptpt.

d

.

,kr

-'

'
.

,;

.

'l

Homestead entry" Seirial nó. Ó12310
Sec. 3&NJ-NENo. 013G95 for EJ-Sof i.,Sectiori 10
,and.
Ei-STwp 21 N Range 26 E,U M, P Meridiar
has filed nqtice of intention . to make
three-yea- r
proof , to establish claim to"
the land above described before F H
Foster, U S Commissioner at his of21s't. day of
fice in áoy'N M
W
January .;1915...
1

SJ-NE-

Ei

V

j v. , ,

6

j ;.aud

cans Plums,

.6

$H.n&

Pear,

6

.1

1

W
X

-

;

Vfc.

4

24 cans,

.

:mi

Extrafílakbérries,

fet

V-Iie-

'

oo

J

E

Jes E Leílné

.

-

y."-'-- ;

'

JohnWilSsoú.

li V

50c
m555c
,2 00

'

UU.

10c

t

'grade,' peV'pouíícf,

Apricots,
Family Pet Mük, medium siei-S- cans-áeet Potatoes large cans,, very best,

1
'

ut

25c

wl5c

Si-SEi,Sec-

;i'J,

all of Mills ÍiM.!'V
12-1-

1--

2

:

:jcA'u

!

Paz Valverde, Register

9

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

AH

I Í

Company
if

'.

NKi-SEí,Se-

.',

i

u

c.

Sec 34T

NWf-SW',"SWí-S- W

C

20

" "' " " "f:
E.
vUoí abové"Ítí;N.:M. P.':M,V''"' J
The purpose of this notice is to v
allow all persons claiming .thej land
adversely or desiring to show it to be,
mineral in character, an opportunity '
to" tile objection touch selection with ,
the local officers' for thVland "district
iá which th land is situated, to wjt:
at the land bffice lorsáid, and to
eátablish .their inteú-- therein, or the ''
mineraj character ,; .ereof, ..
,.i i
.11.1.12,16. , Paz Valverde, ,
:

25

i

,

'

l

,

s

"

To pe published in the Spanish. Ameri-cac- f

toy

1

'M'.'"-"-

'

;" u

'M

1

f Notice for Publication
Department of Interior.:''- IJ. S. Land Office at Santa

v

14

Nojtfcé is hereby,

.

b..
J
Department of the Interior,
N,
M,
,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe

!

NI'.

E

published "at'

1

3371

4'
.

v

Secv 29.;; Lotsv

28, NF4,

".

N". 11.

:Eloersheiin Mercantile
Í,..'is

S,WSKi.

í,

vJ

-

t',.,,

N, WJ-NW- i,

Serial. Qia., List 3376,,,,.:

Xr

'

Claimant names asf witnesses'
Russe'll
W A;DeFoiCt

.

NEI, SWi-NSec 30 T, 20N. R. 25E.
I1J

.

v

.NKl-NWi-

Serial 018625. List, No
SEi-NW-

4 yy

21 cans,

Dried Peaches,
2 lh. boxes Prunes, fresh nack.
I'ijose Kaisins, 2 Crown, per pound,

A

NEi,

'

'

.

NWi, Sec. 29, T. 20N. R. 25 E..

'N W J.

2b. boxes Fancy

.

28,

! ?

J

"

SWi-SEi,,'-

S. WÍ- -

, ,

.

on-th-

Sec-- ,

fcVnli- ;- 3:.75
cans Grapes

made

1911

Ausr. 25.

and

SWi,

"2 15
GVeeirftrinff Ilekna4.
'
'
X Kraut, large cans, terytífcsti'24lauSl,V2'15:í
4Qc.
Éhpsons .Toinatoes galiQireans
,
.;
40 c
''.Gallon Pie Apples (Green Hill)

Notice is hereby given tbat Benjamin.
C Jordan of Mills N M, who, on Oct.
1010.

tMrüitl

caseW
6 cans Peaches,

"

NWji

yor sief.tx$

:$"MMí1a ítUÍv
o"
i

.

Office, Clayton, N M
Dec. 5, 1914,

"

t

f

Giimes G(.lden Fey
v.Küners Extra Tomatoes,

US Land

I

f"

,

Theffoóífs-ar-feíilíó-

Coj-p.- ,

NOTICE TOR TUBLICÁTI0N
.

judKmejn

ílSixed

"

the Interior

buying

,

'08624. !t 'List 3373

V:V" Serial

tre: highest gracfe
afresh packed, and are sure to satisty you.
;

Claimant names as witnesses, ,
Vicente Martinez
Roman Sandoval
Frederico Romero
Bonifacio Ebe!
'' !; ""
all óf noy,' N. M',
'
'
Paz Valverde,
.Register..

Department of

?

plementary and amendatory thereto,
lhe,iollowing public lands' to wit:"

tv-no- w

s

r

,

...

Our Carload of California Canned Fruits.
Vegetables, etc-haarrived. We fat
stMJ io ymi atrfcyt(iü wuyeie
Sr prepare. a
quote a. fey,
J,pncesoriishrv
?
'shovwnát'á!saVinff you can i in aire by' using.

Mafia Mkestas

... Tahua vW

'.

-

bf)

'):'--- -

Fe,.: 'Uiihi.--'19R:.::
.

given that Jose ;
of Mills N'.'M. who,!
lilQ l'h,nJ. tTIJ O KT

&
;;i,.,05304, for
t&ec, üo i wp, üijn ngZ4n; , J JVI p
.
hás fi Jed notice of pinten tión to maíce
Claimantjifnes as witnesses':
Keep 'Ice Long Time.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
-- .
Próof' tó establish el aini "tío
A simple method 'of keeping Ice is to' íive-YeArguello, of Sabinoso,-N.M- .Jose Ignacio ilíaca, Cipriano Lujan, draw a piece
HE.
1910,
made
thick
tightly
'
of
flannel
thó
15,
land
above
Feb.
described,
who on
Frank Lujan, over, a bowl, jot
EdwardcTJaramillo,
yegsel;
Sec.
25
dee&
NJ-Sandi
other
12670
for
WillcóíiJU,a.í'Commissioner'.at.' Ro'-'Serial Nol
fasten iieeciirely? Pf v'Je ' th0 ipe'bn top N. M. on the 4th day pf Feb, .1915, '
Section 26
't
fcf faanpoTer wit.i pnóth
piete o
Twp 17 N. Range.' 24E, ...N.. MV P(.
.'wijl
'Claimant
names
as
wittjessés:
jkeep andievén
flaúñelTlie ice
;A ...
'
MeridiD has filed ni0tice 9! ,l"?teDion
freeze to the flannel.' Á small fjiece1 Of
JoséO.Maestasíii.; Fermín Madrid
estaoijisii
to make three 'ear
Ice may be kept in the room all night, AlbertoMaes tas
Max jme, Madrid. Mar-A,.la m tn the land aoove aescnueu. ..Ve
saving many steps back and forth to
i Eictreme.s of National Forest.
Ú. lS.': Coramissiorier F.
of
Mills,
NMtí'íVÍí-ii- . ? y t
f n r
To break the Ice,
'X'hé northernmost, national forest the refrigerator.
" !,
N M.v Its the Chugach in Alaska; the
t force In a large ne
e or hatpin; It
Manuel Madrid,
Foster, a't'ni óífiée jft fto
dily.
divide
the ice
M6
is the Luquillo in Peto Rica will
on the 9th day of Jan. 1915.
Register.
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